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Abstract—Honeypot technologies are becoming increasingly
popular in cybersecurity as they offer valuable insights into
adversary behavior with a low rate of false detections. By
diverting the attention of potential attackers and siphoning off
their resources, honeypots are a powerful tool for protecting
critical assets within a network. However, the cybersecurity
landscape constantly evolves, and professional attackers are
always working to uncover and bypass honeypots. Once an
adversary successfully identifies a deception mechanism in place,
they may change their tactics, potentially causing significant
harm to the network. Maintaining a high level of deception
is crucial for honeypots to remain undetectable. This paper
explores various deception techniques designed specifically for
honeypots to enhance their performance while making them
impervious to detection. Previous research has not provided
a detailed comparison of these techniques, particularly those
tailored to honeynets. Therefore, we categorize the presented
techniques into relevant classes, subject them to a comparative
analysis, and evaluate their effectiveness in simulation scenarios.
We also present a mathematical model that comprehensively
represents and compares various honeynet research endeavors.
In addition, we provide insightful suggestions that highlight the
existing research gaps in this field and offer a roadmap for
future expansion. This includes extending deception techniques to
emulate vulnerabilities inherent in 5G and software-defined net-
works, which address the evolving challenges of the cybersecurity
landscape. The findings and insights presented in this paper are
valuable to honeypot developers and cybersecurity researchers
alike, providing a vital resource for advancing the field and
fortifying network defenses against ever-evolving threats.

Index Terms—Cyber Deception, Honeynet Efficiency, Honey-
pot Performance, Cybersecurity, and Professional Adversaries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CYBER THREATS include any events that can potentially
harm an information system through unauthorized ac-

cess. The number of new cyber threats targeting critical assets
in industrial, governmental, and personal networks grows
yearly. Moreover, these threats release different variants with
improved malicious features, making them more complicated
and hard to detect. For example, the Mirai botnet was first
discovered in 2016. Mirai is an army of bots under the control
of an adversary, and they can launch a Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) against the devices in an Internet of Things
(IoT) network. The adversaries did not stop with the current
version of Mirai. They designed different variants of it, like
Persirai [1, 2], to better perform their malicious activities
without being detected. The security reports demonstrate that
the number of botnets doubled after introducing Mirai [3, 4].

According to the seriousness of the effects of cyber threats
on computer networks, network defenders attempt to design
tools by which they can detect and analyze unknown threats
and prevent dangerous ones. Even though different security
mechanisms are designed for detecting and preventing the
attacks, such as threat monitoring systems, firewalls, IPSec,
and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), they are not efficient
enough to both (1) detect zero-day and unknown threats
and (2) closely analyze the adversary’s behavior. However,
a honeypot is a deceptive tool that is capable of helping
the network defender reach both of the two mentioned goals
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

Honeypots overwhelm the adversaries and waste their re-
sources, creating ambiguity for the adversaries and hampering
them from achieving their notorious goals. They use deception
techniques to be one step ahead of their adversaries. The suffix
”Honeypots” defines various deception techniques to attract
the adversary’s attention. Honeypots are traps that attract the
adversary with their attractive information and services and
monitor their activities by deceiving him/her. From the adver-
sary’s point of view, honeypots have valuable information and
provide real services. However, a honeypot’s information and
services are fake, aiming to extract the adversary’s behavior
pattern. The advantages of using deception strategies offered
by the honeypots for a network are as follows. First, the adver-
sary’s certainty about the value of its stolen data is reduced.
Since the adversary becomes more active when confusing, we
can capture more information about its behavior. Moreover, the
adversary wastes its time and other resources, which are kept
from critical network parts. Besides, the adversary’s sense of
danger about being deceived prevents him/her from launching
cyber attacks [11, 12].

Fig. 1. A sample of a honeynet architecture.

The honeypots have three main functionalities, namely
Detection, Prevention, and Research. For the detection feature,
the superior advantage of honeypots over other security tools
in detecting cyber attacks is their low rate of false detection.
Since the legal users do not interact with the honeypots,
their false detection is almost zero. This superiority helps the
honeypots detect zero-day attacks better than the other tools.
Regarding the prevention functionality, three aspects of the
honeypots are considered: (1) slowing down the adversary,
(2) creating a sense of danger for the adversary even if there
are no security mechanisms deployed on the network, and (3)
wasting the adversary’s resources. Honeypots play a crucial
role in cybersecurity research by collecting comprehensive
data on adversaries’ activities and reactions. This wealth
of information is essential for researchers to scrutinize and
analyze patterns in adversarial behavior. These patterns offer
valuable insights into adversaries’ ever-evolving tactics and
strategies, leading to a more informed and strategic approach
to strengthening cybersecurity defenses. This deeper under-
standing not only informs the development of more powerful
security tools but also aids in proactively identifying and
mitigating emerging threats, contributing to a more resilient
and proactive cybersecurity landscape. [13].

There are different types of honeypot deployment methods
in a network, such as a Minefield [14], Shield [15], and
Honeyfarm [16]. Generally speaking, a deceptive network with
one or more honeypots, despite the different deployment types,
is called a honeynet [17]. A sample architecture for a honeynet
is shown in Figure 1. The Internet, the internal normal hosts,
and the single honeypots can be connected to each other by
the routers. The honeypots can provide fake services, such as
web and database-related services. Traffic to the honeypots can
first pass through a Honeywall, such as Roo [18], which can
be supported by an IDS, such as Snort [19]. IPtables can also
restrict the communication between the honeypots and the real
systems [20].
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The paper cited as [21] aims to tackle the rising global
threat of cyber attacks and the pressing need for advanced
cybersecurity measures. The study analyzes data from an
experiment involving 130 professional red teamers who partic-
ipated in a controlled network penetration test. The objective
is to assess how defensive deception, encompassing both cyber
and psychological aspects, influences attackers. By comparing
attacker progress across various experimental conditions, the
research investigates the effectiveness of decoy systems in
cyber defense. The findings suggest that the most substantial
impact on cyber attack behavior occurs when a combination
of decoys and the explicit acknowledgment of deception is
employed, in contrast to a control condition without deception.
This paper presents the research work conducted in the past
15 years on honeypots and their deception techniques. Several
surveys exist in this field; among them are the recent re-
searches performed by Fraunholz et al. [22], Razali et al. [23],
Zobal et al. [24], Seungjin et al. [25], and Lackner [26].
However, these researchers did not mention the honeynets’
deception techniques. In addition, a comparative analysis of
the deception methods is notably absent in the existing liter-
ature. This paper addresses these gaps by conducting a com-
prehensive review of honeypot research and their associated
deception techniques. The investigation includes comparative
analyses and simulation results to provide valuable insights.
It is important to clarify that this paper focuses on honeypot-
related challenges and their deceptive techniques, and does
not delve into the description or examination of anti-honeypot
techniques, which pertain to the methods used by adversaries
to detect the presence of honeypots. Such considerations fall
outside the scope of this paper.

INTRODUCTION

In this survey, we particularly intend to answer the following
five questions:

• Question 1: What is the significance of understanding
various honeypot types, and what metrics are used by
developers, whether they are honeypot developers or se-
curity tool developers, in selecting the most suitable type?
This question explores the importance of gaining insights
into honeypot features and provides essential recommen-
dations for their effective utilization. Whether honeypot
developers are creating new honeypots or security tool
developers are integrating honeypots into their solutions,
this knowledge empowers them to make informed de-
cisions that align with specific security needs and use
cases. Honeypots come in various types: low-interaction,
high-interaction, and hybrid honeypots. Understanding
the nuances of each type is essential for making informed
decisions. Metrics like detection rate, resource consump-
tion, and ease of deployment help developers weigh the
pros and cons of different honeypot types.

• Question 2: What deception techniques enhance honey-
pot performance, and which metrics can evaluate their
effectiveness? The answer to this question enumerates de-
ception techniques that can be employed to improve indi-
vidual honeypots. This information empowers researchers

and developers to apply these techniques individually or
in combination to enhance their honeypots and potentially
inspire the creation of new techniques.
Deception techniques in honeypots include emulating
vulnerable services, altering response times, and hon-
eytokens. Metrics like the interaction rate, attacker en-
gagement, and false-positive rates help assess these tech-
niques’ effectiveness. Understanding which technique
aligns best with specific goals is crucial for honeypot
success.

• Question 3: How can we mathematically model a hon-
eynet comprising multiple cooperating honeypots de-
ployed in a network with varying parameters? Developers
may face confusion about the parameters of a honeynet,
and this model aids in comprehensively considering all
parameters to manage their network of honeypots accu-
rately.
Modeling a honeynet involves capturing the relationships
between honeypots, network topology, and attacker be-
havior. Parameters may include honeypot placement, data
sharing, and communication protocols. A mathematical
model offers a structured approach to honeynet design
and management, reducing ambiguity.

• Question 4: What deception techniques are used to
enhance honeynets’ performance, and which ongoing
research can yield better results? Similar to single hon-
eypots, the answer to this question enumerates deception
techniques that can be employed to improve honeynets.
Researchers and developers can incorporate these tech-
niques into their networks and compare them to select
the most appropriate ones.
Deception techniques in honeynets may involve coor-
dinated responses, dynamic topology changes, and dis-
tributed data analysis. Research in this field continually
evolves, with promising approaches like AI-driven de-
ception and machine learning-based anomaly detection.
Evaluating the latest research findings can lead to more
effective honeynets.

• Question 5: How can current techniques be improved,
and what research gaps exist? Answering this question
helps define future research directions in the field of
honeypots.
Current honeypot techniques may have limitations, such
as high false positives or evasion by sophisticated at-
tackers. Improvements could include refining deception
strategies, enhancing evasion detection, and developing
more robust data analysis methods. Research gaps could
encompass areas like IoT honeypots, deception at scale,
and real-time threat intelligence integration.

• Comprehensive Classification of Honeypots: This pa-
per meticulously categorizes and presents an in-depth
analysis of various honeypot classifications, including
low-interaction, high-interaction, and hybrid honeypots,
among others. By comparing the strengths and weak-
nesses of each type, it equips developers and network
administrators with a holistic view, allowing them to
make well-informed decisions when choosing the most
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efficient honeypot for their specific network environ-
ment. This classification is a valuable reference point
for practitioners aiming to enhance their cybersecurity
infrastructure.

• Deception Techniques for Enhanced Single Honeypots:
The paper delves into the realm of deception tech-
niques tailored for single honeypots. It categorizes these
techniques and provides practical sample scenarios for
each. This approach goes beyond theoretical discussions,
offering concrete and actionable insights. Developers and
researchers can draw inspiration from these scenarios
to implement deception strategies effectively. This con-
tribution bridges the gap between theory and practical
application in the field of honeypots.

• Enhancement of Honeynets through Deception Tech-
niques: In addressing the optimization of honeynets, the
paper categorizes various deception techniques and goes
the extra mile by comparing them through simulation sce-
narios. Illustrating how these techniques perform in real-
world scenarios provides network security professionals
valuable guidance on deploying honeynets effectively.
This practical approach empowers practitioners to harness
the collective power of multiple honeypots to detect and
deter attackers more efficiently.

• Innovative Mathematical Model for Honeynets: The pa-
per’s proposal of a novel mathematical model for hon-
eynets is a pioneering contribution. This model covers
a broad spectrum of honeynet configurations, includ-
ing previously unexplored modes. Offering a structured
framework aids network administrators in accurately
modeling and managing complex honeynet architectures.
This innovative model allows for more precise honeynet
design and deployment, ultimately strengthening network
defense mechanisms.

• Practical Guidance and Research Directions: Beyond cat-
egorizing honeypots and honeynet techniques, the paper
provides practical and detailed suggestions. It addresses
research gaps and outlines future directions in the evolv-
ing landscape of honeypots and honeynets. It fosters con-
tinuous advancements in the field by offering a roadmap
for future research endeavors. Additionally, it provides
actionable insights for researchers and practitioners, en-
abling them to navigate evolving threats and challenges
in the realm of cybersecurity effectively.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section II, we
provide an overview of the various classifications for honeypot
systems. Subsequently, in section III and section V, we delve
into the deception techniques employed in single honeypots
and honeynets, also offering a comparative analysis of these
approaches. Moving forward, section VII draws attention to
the unresolved issues within the realm of honeypots and
subsequently identifies potential avenues for future research.
Finally, in section VIII, we summarize this survey’s key
findings and conclusions.

II. HONEYPOT CLASSIFICATION

As dynamic cybersecurity tools, Honeypots manifest in
many types, each distinct in its own right and serving unique

purposes. These distinctions often arise from varying criteria,
whether it be their intended purpose, the methodology of
their implementation, or the specific threat landscape they
are designed to confront. Consequently, selecting the most
appropriate honeypot type is a pivotal decision that must be
made after careful consideration of several critical factors. The
first factor to weigh is the current state of the network itself.
Assessing the network’s topology, scale, and the critical assets
it houses is paramount. Different honeypot types are more
suitable for specific network configurations than others. For in-
stance, a low-interaction honeypot might be a pragmatic choice
for a small, resource-constrained network. In contrast, a high-
interaction honeypot could be deployed in a more complex
environment with ample resources. Another vital consideration
is the availability of resources in terms of hardware and
personnel. High-interaction honeypots, which fully emulate
systems and engage with potential attackers, demand more
resources than their low-interaction counterparts. Resource
constraints can often steer the choice towards one type over the
other. Equally significant is the ever-evolving threat landscape
within the network. The choice of honeypot should align
with the predominant attack vectors and tactics observed in
the network. Tailoring honeypot deployments to mirror the
tactics of potential adversaries can yield invaluable insights
and enhance network security. In this section, we aim to ex-
plore the diverse classifications of honeypots comprehensively.
By delving into these classifications and offering insights
into the strengths and weaknesses of each honeypot type,
we aim to empower developers, network administrators, and
cybersecurity practitioners with the knowledge needed to make
informed decisions. The subsequent sections of this paper will
further build upon this foundation, equipping readers with the
tools to harness honeypots effectively as a strategic asset in
safeguarding network infrastructures.

A. Classification Based on Purpose

Honeypots can be classified based on their primary purpose,
leading to several meaningful distinctions:

1. Research Honeypots: These honeypots are primarily
designed for the purpose of data collection and analysis. They
are invaluable tools for gathering information about attackers’
techniques, tactics, and motivations. Researchers and threat
analysts often deploy honeypots to gain insights into emerging
threats and vulnerabilities.

2. Production Honeypots: In contrast to research honeypots,
production honeypots are integrated into live, operational
networks. Their primary function is to actively divert and
engage attackers away from critical systems, effectively acting
as decoys that protect legitimate targets. Production honey-
pots are commonly employed in operational environments to
enhance overall security.

3. High-Interaction Honeypots: High-interaction honeypots
offer a realistic environment that closely emulates actual
systems and services. They facilitate extensive interaction
with potential attackers, making them invaluable for capturing
in-depth information about attack techniques and strategies.
However, their complexity necessitates careful management.
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4. Low-Interaction Honeypots: Low-interaction honeypots,
on the other hand, simulate services with limited functionality,
reducing the risk of exposing vulnerabilities. While they may
not provide as much data as high-interaction honeypots, they
are notably easier to deploy and maintain, making them
suitable for various scenarios.

B. Functionality Metrics for Honeypot Selection

Selecting the most appropriate honeypot type necessitates
using specific functionality metrics that align with the net-
work’s unique requirements. We present six key functionality
metrics to assist honeypot developers and administrators in
their selection process, each addressing critical aspects of
honeypot deployment:

• Implementation Cost (ImCo):
1. This metric quantifies the honeypots’ cost, focusing
on physical implementation expenses. Developers with
limited physical resources must pay particular attention
to this metric, as it directly impacts the feasibility of
deployment.

• Design Complexity (DeCo):
2. DeCo specifies the complexity of designing the algo-
rithms and operations required for the honeypot. Honey-
pots with higher DeCo demand significant effort and time
during their design phase, influencing the overall project
timeline and resource allocation.

• Compromising Risk (CoRi):
3. CoRi assesses the level of risk posed when an at-
tacker compromises a honeypot. Networks with critical
resources must consider this metric carefully to mitigate
risks and safeguard their valuable assets.

• Collected Data (CoDa):
4. The CoDa quantifies the volume of data collected by
the honeypot during its operation. Developers seeking
comprehensive insights into attack patterns should opt
for honeypots with a high data collection capacity, di-
rectly impacting the quality and richness of information
gathered.

• Deception Power (DePo):
5. The DePo indicates the effectiveness of a honeypot’s
deception mechanisms. While some honeypots may be
relatively easy to implement, they may also be more
susceptible to early detection by adversaries. Evaluating
DePo is crucial for determining the honeypot’s ability to
deceive and divert attackers effectively.

• Handled Connections (HaCo):
6. The HaCo measures the number of connections a
honeypot must actively manage. This metric assumes
significance in scenarios where network bandwidth and
other resource-related constraints come into play. Careful
consideration of HaCo ensures that the honeypot operates
optimally within the network’s limitations.
These functionality metrics provide a structured frame-
work for evaluating and selecting the most appropriate
honeypot type based on specific network conditions,
objectives, and resource constraints. In the ensuing sec-
tions, we delve into each of these metrics in greater

depth, offering practical guidance and insights to aid in
deploying and optimizing honeypots.

Figure 2 compares the honeypot types in a class according to
the mentioned functionality metrics. Hereunder, different types
of classification, defined for honeypots, are characterized. Each
class’s features are also stated. We also present some practical
researches on honeypots along with their type and class in
Table I. The mentioned classes in each research are marked
with a star symbol in this table.

C. Honeypots Purposes

Honeypots can be classified based on their purpose and
application. Accordingly, honeypots are classified into two
types:

• Research Honeypots (ReH): These honeypots are de-
signed to gather nearly complete information about the
launched attacks and a list of network vulnerabilities.
The researchers can analyze and use this information
to design mitigation methods. Research honeypots do
not have a direct productive value for the organization
using them. However, they can bring indirect value to
the organization’s future security. This type of honeypot is
more utilized in governmental organizations, big research
companies, and universities. Since research honeypots
record all the adversary’s behaviors, their implementa-
tion and maintenance are complex. For example, Ferretti
et al. [43] proposed a research honeypot to obtain more
information about industrial cyber threats.

• Production Honeypots (PrH): This type of honeypot is
designed for protecting the networks and reducing the
threatening dangers. These honeypots simulate the fa-
vored vulnerabilities and services to protect the adversary
from the main servers and protect them. For example,
Guerra Manzanares [39] designed a production honeypot
to secure IoT devices. Production honeypots are easier
to implement and maintain because they do not need
to collect complete information about the adversaries’
behavior.

It is worth mentioning that research and production honey-
pots are not completely separated. An organization may use
a honeypot as a research tool, but another one may use it to
protect its network from attacks.

D. Honeypots Interactions

Another method for classifying the honeypots is based on
the level of their interaction with the adversary. Three types
of honeypots exist in this classification:

• High-interaction Honeypots (HiH): These honeypots
emulate all parts of a system and all of its services.
Hence, the adversary can hardly distinguish these hon-
eypots from a real system. However, if the adversary
successfully compromises these honeypots, it can abuse
them to launch powerful attacks against the network.
As a result, designing and implementing high-interaction
honeypots require more attention. For example, You
et al. [47] proposed a high interaction honeypot for
industrial logic controllers.
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Fig. 2. Comparing the honeypot types in each class regarding Implementation Cost (ImCo), Design Complexity (DeCo), Compromising Risk (CoRi), Collected
Data (CoDa), Deception Power (DePo), and Handled Connections (HaCo).

• Low-interaction Honeypots (LoH): This type of honey-
pot just emulates a specific part of an operating system
and a certain number of services. Therefore, its design
and implementation are much simpler and bring less
damage when compromised. However, its recognition is
simpler than the honeypots with a higher level of inter-
action and cannot analyze all aspects of the adversary’s
behavior. As an example, Fan et al. [44] proposed a low-

interaction honeypot that is powerful in capturing the
adversary’s data.
High-interaction honeypots provide a realistic emulation
of entire systems and services, attracting and engag-
ing advanced adversaries and providing comprehensive
insights into their tactics. However, designing and im-
plementing HiH can be complex and resource-intensive,
and attackers are likely to abuse compromised honey-
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TABLE I
THE TYPES OF HONEYPOTS ADOPTED IN SOME PRACTICAL RESEARCHES.

Research Honeypots (ReH), Medium-interaction Honeypots (MeH), Virtual Honeypots (ViH), Physical Honeypots (PhH), Server-side Honeypots (SeH),
Static Honeypots (StH) and Homogeneous Honeypots (HoH)

Ref. Purpose Interaction Implementation Activity Running Side Consistency Uniformity Short Description
[27] ReH MeH ViH * PaH SeH StH HoH A honeypot to learn about the

botnets activities
[28] ReH * LoH * ViH * AcH ClH * DyH * HoH A honeypot to detect malicious

web pages
[29] ReH HiH * ViH AcH ClH * StH HeH * A honeypot to track the malware

and capture their information
[30] ReH LoH * PhH AcH * ClH * StH HoH A web-based honeypot to learn

about malicious contents
[31] ReH HiH * ViH * AcH * SeH/ClH StH HoH A honeypot to collect a wide

range of attack vectors
[32] PrH MeH * ViH * PaH SeH * DyH * HoH A honeypot to detect and limit

denial of service attacks
[33] PrH MeH ViH * AcH ClH * DyH HoH A web browser honeypot to

protect users from being infected
[34] PrH HiH * ViH * AcH SeH * StH HoH A web-based honeypot with live

migration
[35] PrH * LoH * PhH PaH SeH * StH HoH A web-based honeypot for

embedded systems
[36] PrH MeH PhH* PaH SeH * StH HoH A honeypot to attract telnet-based

attacks
[37] ReH HiH PhH PaH * SeH * StH HoH An FTP honeypot server for

malware detection
[38] ReH MeH * PhH PaH SeH StH HoH A honeypot to learn about the

attack sessions
[39] PrH * LoH * ViH * PaH SeH StH HoH A honeypot to secure IoT devices
[40] PrH * MeH ViH * PaH SeH DyH * HeH * A honeynet that can manage

versatile deceptive tools
[41] PrH MeH ViH PaH * SeH DyH HoH A honeypot that intelligently

changes its interaction
[42] ReH MeH * ViH AcH ClH StH HoH A honeypot for IoT networks
[43] ReH * LoH * PhH PaH SeH StH HeH A honeynet to learn about

industrial threats
[44] ReH LoH * ViH * AcH SeH StH HeH * A honeypot which is powerful in

capturing the attackers data
[45] PrH MeH * ViH * PaH SeH DyH * HoH A honeypot to be the destination

of malicious traffic redirection
[46] PrH LoH * PhH PaH SeH DyH * HoH A honeypot which is immune

against fingerprinting attacks
[47] PrH HiH * PhH * PaH SeH StH HoH A flexible and scalable honeypot

for industrial logic controllers
[48] ReH LoH PhH PaH SeH StH HoH * A honeynet to help the

performance of IDSs
[49] PrH MeH ViH * PaH SeH/ClH DyH HoH A honeynet to detect and prevent

Mirai botnet propagation

pots. Low-interaction honeypots offer a simpler, more
lightweight alternative suitable for resource-constrained
environments. While LoH may not provide as detailed
insights as HiH, they can still gather valuable threat
intelligence data and serve as early warning systems.
Both HiH and LoH have their advantages and challenges,
and organizations should carefully consider their use-
cases and deployment strategies based on their specific
security needs and resource constraints. Significant use-
case scenario for HiH is incident response training.
These honeypots simulate real-world attack scenarios in a
controlled environment, making them useful for training
security personnel in incident response procedures. This
helps organizations prepare for and mitigate cyber inci-
dents effectively. Organizations can learn from simulated
attacks by using HiH honeypots for training, making their
incident response more effective and efficient. On the

other hand, LoH is simpler to design, implement, and
maintain compared to HiH. Their narrower focus and
reduced scope of emulation make them more accessible
for organizations with limited resources or expertise. LoH
honeypots typically require fewer computational power,
storage, and network bandwidth resources, making them
more lightweight and easier to deploy at scale.

• Medium-interaction Honeypots (MeH): The interaction
level of these honeypots is between the two previous
ones. An operating system is not completely emulated,
but an entire application layer service is implemented
in medium-interaction honeypots. If a honeynet contains
both low-interaction and high-interaction honeypots, we
call it a medium-interaction honeynet. As an example
of medium interaction honeypots, we can mention the
honeypot proposed by Fraunholz et al. [38], which serves
Telnet and SSH to learn about attack sessions. Ja’fari
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Fig. 3. Honeypot taxonomy.

et al. [49] also proposed a honeynet that includes a
front-end low-interaction and a back-end high-interaction
honeypot server, which is assumed to be a medium-
interaction honeynet.

E. Honeypots Implementations

Honeypots are categorized into two types based on their
implementation method:

• Physical Honeypots (PhH): This type of honeypot is
implemented on a separate machine and has a unique
IP address. Implementing this class is rather hard and
time-consuming, and its security requires special super-
vision and attention. When the network has to support
a widespread address space, using physical honeypots is

not affordable. IoTPOT [36] is an example of a physical
honeypot.

• Virtual Honeypots (ViH): Virtual honeypots did not
require dedicated physical machines for implementation.
Multiple virtual honeypots could be hosted on a single
physical server, making them a cost-effective and efficient
choice. The implementation time was often reduced,
and network development was simplified compared to
physical honeypots. For instance, HoneyIo4 [39] was an
example of a virtual honeypot.

F. Honeypots Activities

The activity level of different honeypots is not the same. In
this regard, honeypots are classified into two types:
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• Passive Honeypots (PaH): The objective of these honey-
pots is to collect information from the adversary without
guaranteeing to protect the other systems. A passive
honeypot waits for the adversaries’ connections to record
their information and does not take much effort to attract
them. For example, Perevozchikov et al. [37] proposed a
passive honeypot that serves as an FTP service to detect
the malware.

• Active Honeypots (AcH): Active honeypots are designed
to lure potential adversaries away from critical systems by
proactively seeking and engaging with them. In contrast
to passive honeypots, active honeypots employ various
methods to attract and deceive potential attackers [50].
An example of an active honeypot can be found in the
work proposed by Kumar et al. [31].

G. Honeypots Running Sides

According to the running side of honeypots, they are clas-
sified into two types:

• Server-side Honeypots (SeH): These honeypots try to
identify server-side vulnerabilities and security leaks that
a server may have. They attempt to protect the critical
servers in a network. The adversary that launches an
attack against server-side honeypots acts as a client.
Hence, server-side honeypots are also useful tools to
detect malicious clients in a network. IoTPOT [36] is a
server honeypot that aims to attract telnet-based attacks.

• Client-side Honeypots (ClH): These honeypots are de-
signed to find malicious servers and also try to iden-
tify client-side vulnerabilities. A client-side honeypot
searches for suspicious servers, sends them a request, and
then analyzes the response received. If the response is
anomalous, the malicious servers can be detected, and the
honeypot can identify the client-side vulnerabilities they
exploit. A client honeypot is proposed by Zarras [33],
which acts like a web browser to find malicious web
pages and protect legal users.

H. Honeypots Operation

Honeypots are classified into two main types based on their
consistency:

• Static Honeypots (StH): Static honeypots have a certain
configuration and always act the same for different ad-
versaries and in different times. Their behavior is fixed
despite different network conditions and under different
types of attacks. Hence, the adversary may suspect them
and discover they are decoys. Most of the honeypots
mentioned in autoreftab:types are static honeypots. For
example, ThingPot [42] is a static honeypot designed for
IoT platforms.

• Dynamic Honeypot (DyH): These honeypots offer
greater flexibility compared to static honeypots. They can
dynamically adapt to changes in network status and mod-
ify their behavior in response to polymorphic attacks. For
instance, Naik et al. [46] introduced a dynamic honeypot
that can adjust its configuration in various situations,
particularly in response to fingerprinting attacks.

I. Honeypots Uniformity

We can classify the honeypots according to the uniformity
of their decoys:

• Homogeneous Honeypots (HoH): These honeypots use
similar decoys in the network. They only use a single type
of trap to deceive the adversary. The performance of these
honeypots is restricted, and they can detect and delay only
specific types of attacks. Khan and Abbasi [48] proposed
a team of homogeneous honeypots forming a honeynet
that collects useful information for IDSs.

• Heterogeneous Honeypot (HeH): These honeypots use
heterogeneous decoys and different types of security
tools. Hence, they are more powerful in detecting attacks
than the previous type. For example, Fan et al. [44]
designed a network of heterogeneous honeypots to obtain
critical data from the adversaries.

III. DECEPTION IN SINGLE HONEYPOTS

It is important to note that if an adversary detects the pres-
ence of honeypots, their effectiveness can be compromised.
This is especially true when anti-honeypot techniques are
employed, as documented in various studies [51]. When a
savvy adversary exposes or recognizes a honeypot, it loses its
value as an undercover resource within the network. In some
alarming scenarios, rather than merely detecting the honeypot,
adversaries might seize control of it, subsequently employing
it as a weapon against the very network it was meant to protect.
In cases involving particularly insidious threats like polymor-
phic or metamorphic malware [52], the stakes are even higher.
If a honeypot gets detected in such scenarios, it gives the
adversary insights into the network’s deceptive mechanisms.
This newfound awareness may prompt adversaries to escalate
their tactics, employing more sophisticated and evasive attacks
to disrupt the network’s functionality. To mitigate these risks,
it becomes imperative to ensure that the deceptive techniques
employed by honeypots are highly accurate and effective in
reducing the likelihood of their detection. This necessity un-
derscores the importance of developing and employing precise
and reliable metrics to assess the effectiveness of honeypots’
deceptive capabilities. These metrics are pivotal in refining
honeypot deployments, and empowering network defenders to
adapt and enhance their strategies in response to evolving
threats. In the subsequent sections of this paper, we delve
deeper into the intricacies of honeypot deception techniques,
examining the methods used to emulate real network assets
while maintaining a low profile. Furthermore, we explore the
crucial role of metrics in quantifying the success of these
deceptive measures, providing practitioners with the necessary
tools to continually enhance honeypot resilience and overall
network security [53, 54].

We suggest some evaluation metrics to measure the effec-
tiveness of single honeypots (i.e., without considering their
communication with other honeypots in a honeynet). These
metrics are used to measure the deception power of the
mentioned techniques in this section. The suggested metrics
are as follows:
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• Difference Amount deception discrepancy (DA): This
metric measures the difference between a honeypot and
a real system. If a deception technique is concerned
with simulating fake services, DA is the number of
service responses that are not similar to the real service’s
response. On the other hand, in the case of deceptive
data or files, DA is the amount of content which are not
similar to the real ones. We can calculate DA as the ratio
of the results that are different from a real result to the
total number of tested requests.

• Launched Attacks (LA): The number of attacks directed
at a honeypot serves as a valuable metric for assessing
its deception efficacy. A honeypot’s ability to lure adver-
saries is reflected in the volume of attacks it captures.
A low LA value suggests that a honeypot may not be
enticing enough to deceive potential attackers effectively.

• Returned Adversaries (RA): The number of adversaries
who have launched attacks against a honeypot more than
once is another metric for evaluating its attractiveness and
deception power. If a honeypot lacks appeal, adversaries
are less likely to initiate a second attack against it.

• Second Session (SS): Some adversaries do not launch
attacks against the honeypot. However, they communicate
with them to use them as a tool for further attacks.
Hence, RA cannot measure this aspect appropriately, and
we suggest counting the number of sessions established
between the honeypots and an adversary who formerly
communicated with that honeypot.

• Wasted Time (WT): An adversary’s time spent commu-
nicating with a honeypot can also be used to assess its
deception power. The higher the value of WT, the greater
the deception power.

• Using Ration (UR): Some honeypots utilize specific data
decoys to trace the adversary. To measure the effective-
ness of these decoys we can calculate the ratio of the
number of adversaries using the decoys to the number
of adversaries accessing them. If an adversary accesses a
decoy but does not use it, that decoy is not supposed to
be a good one.

• Traffic Volume (TV): The volume of traffic forwarded to
a honeypot serves as a metric to gauge its efficiency. It
is important to emphasize that isolated honeypots may
have a limited impact on network security. Since one
of the primary objectives of a honeypot is to attract po-
tential adversaries, a honeypot that consistently receives
substantial traffic is generally regarded as more effective.
However, it is essential to clarify that while attracting
a significant volume of traffic can indicate honeypot
performance, the mere quantity of traffic alone does not
guarantee enhanced network security. The relationship
between honeypot traffic and security is more intricate,
involving factors such as the nature of the traffic, adver-
sary interactions, and the ability to detect and respond to
threats effectively.

• Confusion Matrix (CM): This matrix is another com-
mon metric to evaluate classifying security methods such
as honeypots. CM presents four possible cases for clas-
sifying the adversaries and legal users, which are True

Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP),
and False Negative (FN). Regarding honeypots, TP and
FN are the number of adversaries detected as malicious
and benign nodes, respectively, and TN and FP are the
number of legal users detected as benign and malicious
nodes, respectively. Since honeypots do not have a direct
productive value, the legal users do not communicate with
them. Hence, only the adversaries connect to honeypots,
and the value of FP for a honeypot is almost zero.
However, TP and FN can show the effectiveness of a
honeypot. An efficient honeypot increases the value of
TP and reduces the value of FN.

In the rest of this section, we present that The research about
each technique is summarised as independent of the situation
of a honeypot system in a network and how it cooperates with
other honeypot systems. They are used to improve the decep-
tive power of a honeypot system without considering other
honeypots. The research about each technique is summarised
in Table II. We also recommend which evaluation metrics can
be used to measure the effectiveness of these techniques. The
used metrics for each technique are also shown in Table III.

A. advanced mimicking

An important point in designing a honeypot is to make
it similar to real systems while keeping it attractive. The
honeypots emulate some or all of the real systems operations
and services to entice the adversary. The research about this
mimicking technique mainly focuses on these two aspects
(shown in Figure 5):

• Flawless imitation: To avoid the adversary’s suspicion,
the honeypot must respond to the requests as everyone
expects. To achieve this, the honeypot must emulate
all the operating-system functionalities or generate error
messages for non-implemented parts like a real error.
Moreover, when a honeypot simulates a specific service,
all the details of its protocols, such as the content of
messages and the service port, must be the same as the
real service. One of the methods that both adversaries
and honeypot developers can use to check whether the
responses of a system are similar to real production
systems is network fingerprinting. Fingerprinting is the
process of comparing the behavior of a fake system with
a real one to analyze the differences. Dahbul et al. [55]
generated several fingerprinting requests and sent them
to a real honeypot system. A comparative analysis of-
fered suggestions to enhance the effectiveness of four
commonly used honeypots: HoneyD, Dionaea, Kippo,
and Glastopf. The recommendations encompassed vari-
ous aspects, including carefully monitoring open ports,
rectifying timestamps, and modifying certain scripts. Ad-
ditionally, Naik et al. [46] explored the use of finger-
printing attacks to optimize the honeypots, focusing on
ten fields within TCP or IP packet headers. For instance,
the study emphasized that developers should pay close
attention to factors like the TCP window size and IP TTL
value when simulating a real system. Equally vital is the
concept of making the honeypot discoverable, ensuring
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TABLE II
THE RESEARCHES FOCUSING ON IMPROVING SINGLE HONEYPOTS DECEPTION POWER.

Deception Technique Main Method Suggestion

advanced mimicking

Flawless imitation
Pay attention to the open ports, timestamps, and scripts [55].
Pay attention to TCP and IP header fields [46].
Make the honeypot discoverable by the search engines [56].
Learning to behave real using neural networks [57]

Attractive vulnerabilities
Use PHP and MySQL database services [58].
Use FTP and MySQL database services [37].
Create intelligent exploitable database services [59].

Fake Cooperation

Showing the attack success Pretend to be compromised and leak some fake data [56]
Use game models to decide when to pretend to be compromised [60].

Pretending to help the adversary
Mimic the activities of a compromised bot [27].
Simulate the bot behavior and communicate with the other botnet members [29].
Use game models to cooperate with a botnet [61] effectively.

Deceptive Database

Looking real

Combine different parts of real filenames and fill the files with websites contents [62].
Use deep learning approaches to check the reality [63].
Follow ontology concepts to fill the files based on meta-centrality metric [64].
Create the fake non-textual files based on probabilistic logic graph modeling [65].

Looking protected
Generate files with attractive extensions and fill them with random numbers [62].
Show a fake authentication process [66].
Prevent weak attacks against the data [56].

Looking consistent Create a copy of database to apply the changes [56].
Store all the changes of each adversary and restore them when needed [67].

Subtle Interruptions

Connection restriction Limit the number of new connections an infected host can create [68].
Limit the established connections queue length [69].

Causing extra probes
Keep all the possible ports open [70].
Add connected decoys to the network to make it bigger [71].
Use virtual topologies to make the network bigger [72].
Utilizing machine learning techniques to waste the adversary’s time [73, 74, 75]

Honeytoken Bait

Generating the honeytokens
Change the first character of a real password and add extra characters to its end [76].
Assign similarity score to honeytokens to evaluate them [77].
Change some of the characters from uppercase to lowercase and vice versa [78].
Pay attention to the flatness of the generator algorithm [79].

Using the honeytokens

Use passive and active honeytokens to trace internal and external adversaries [80].
Use honeytokens with beacons to trace the location and time [81].
Use honeytokens to alert when a Java script is compiled or executed [82].
Use honeytokens to detect different attack phases [83].
Use honeytokens to detect the relation between botnet’s members [49].

Traffic Redirection

Interfering after IDSs detection
Use game models to decide which traffic flow to redirect [84].
Redirect malicious traffic to a fake database [85].
Redirect malicious traffic to a dynamic honeypot in a software-defined network [45].

Interfering after honeypots detection Redirect the bots detected by honeypots to another honeypot [49].
Clone a virtual honeypot when redirection is required [86].

Interfering after other methods Detect flooding traffic with entropy checking and then redirect it [87].
Detect malicious USB devices with user’s feedback and then redirect their traffic [88].

Improving the performance Redirect powerful and weak attacks to different honeypots [89].
Redirect interesting attack scenarios to another honeypot [90].

TABLE III
DECEPTION TECHNIQUES AND THEIR EVALUATION METRICS.

Technique Evaluation Metric
Name DA LA RA SS WT UR TV CM

advanced
mimicking

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Fake
Cooperation

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Deceptive
Database

✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Subtle
Interruptions

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Honeytoken
Bait

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Traffic
Redirection

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

that its appearance closely mirrors that of a production
system. In this context, Chen and Buford [56] introduced
a honeypot database system that search engines can
crawl, a strategy that helps the honeypot closely resemble

real production systems. [57] proposed a honeypot for
industrial networks, NeuralPot, that uses neural networks
to learn how to behave.

• Attractive vulnerabilities: Some security gaps and vul-
nerabilities are more attractive to adversaries than others.
Hence, a honeypot can pretend that it has these vulnera-
bilities to attract more adversaries. When the number of
adversaries connecting to the honeypot increases, the col-
lected data will also increase and contain more significant
information about the attack patterns and adversaries’
behavior. Shumakov et al. [58] aimed to find the most
vulnerable web services from four websites. The results
concluded that PHP and MySQL are attractive web
services. One can replace other unattractive services on
a honeypot with these services and make the honeypot
attract more adversaries. Perevozchikov et al. [37] tried
to provide attractive services, such as FTP and MySQL
database, by the honeypots to lure more adversaries.
Huang et al. [59] proposed a method to automatically
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Fig. 4. The taxonomy of single honeypots deception techniques.

and intelligently use different exploitable vulnerabilities
in a database to deceive the adversaries.

We can analyze the effectiveness of this deception technique
by DA, LA, RA, and WT. Attractive vulnerabilities can
result in many attacks against the honeypots and bring the
adversaries back to launch even more attacks. The adversary
also consumes more time communicating with attractive vul-
nerabilities. On the other hand, flawless mimicking can cause
less DA and show a honeypot’s strength.

B. Fake Cooperation

Cooperating with the adversaries is one of the ways to fool
them. This cooperation can be performed in two different ways
(shown in Figure 6):

• Showing the attack success: In this type, the honeypot
pretends the adversary’s attack will succeed. A good
deception idea is to show the adversary that the attack
steps are progressing, and its target, which is actually
a honeypot, is crashed under its final attack step. Chen

and Buford [56] proposed a database honeypot that can
be the target of SQL injection attacks. This honeypot
pretends to be compromised by SQL injection attacks
and leaks fake data to show the adversary’s spurious
success. Wagener et al. [60] modeled the communication
between the adversary and a honeypot as a two-player
game, in which the adversary attempts to compromise the
hosts with the minimum possible cost, and the honeypot
aims to learn as much as possible from him/her. This
game aims to find the situations in which the honeypot
can pretend to be compromised by the adversary without
facing dangerous threats.

• Pretending to help the adversary: In this type, the
honeypot goes along with the adversary to pretend it
is helping him/her launch the attack. This type is used
when the network is under a botnet attack or similar
cyber threats, in which the adversary compromises several
network hosts to gather an army. If a member of this
army does not follow the adversary’s command, it tries
to gather another army. Hence, the honeypot pretends to
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Can you answer my question?

Your request is invalid!

You are a real system.

Can you answer my question?

Yes! Ask me your question.

You are a honeypot system.

Can you answer my question?

Your request is invalid!

You are a real system.
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(a) Flawless imitation

Do you support X service?

Yes! I do.

I want to communicate more.

Do you support X service?

No! I do not.

I want to disconnect.

Do you support X service?

Yes! I do.

I want to communicate more.
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(b) Attractive vulnerabilities

Fig. 5. The scenarios of the advanced mimicking technique.

Launching an attack.

Crashed!

The network is not deceptive.

Launching an attack.

The attack is blocked!

The network is deceptive.

Launching an attack.

Crashed!

The network is not deceptive.
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(a) Showing the attack success

Launch an attack by my command.

The attack has been launched!

I will continue my activities.

Launch an attack by my command.

Nothing happened!

I will stop my activities.

Launch an attack by my command.

The attack has been launched!

I will continue my activities.
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(b) Pretending to help the adversary

Fig. 6. The scenarios of the Fake Cooperation technique.
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be compromised and to obey the adversary’s commands.
This deception technique is hard to design. Many compli-
cated situations must be considered to make the honeypot
undetectable. On the other hand, pretending to follow the
adversary while causing no real damage to the network
is challenging. Zhuge et al. [27] proposed HoneyBot, a
honeypot that mimics the activities of a compromised
host by pretending to be a bot. Jiang et al. [29] also
proposed a tracking tool for botnets in which the system
simulates the bot behavior and communicates with the
other botnet members. Moreover, Hayatle et al. [61]
modeled the botmaster and honeypot interaction as a
Bayesian game. In each step, the honeypot decides to
follow the botmaster’s command or to ignore it, and the
botmaster chooses between these actions: testing the bot,
avoiding further communications, or sending an attack
command. Using this model, the developer can find the
best strategy to increase the adversary’s trust in the
honeypots cooperating with the adversary.

The efficiency of this deception technique can be measured
by the time the adversary wastes on the network (i.e., WT).
If the adversary feels that the honeypot is cooperating with
him/her to succeed in the attack goal, he/she will spend more
time communicating with it. We can also use SS to measure
the power of deceptive cooperation.

C. Deceptive Database

Many adversaries are interested in gaining access to con-
fidential information. Therefore, a honeypot must be able to
produce invalid attractive data that deceive the adversary while
keeping itself unrecognizable. But this process is challenging
according to the following aspects (shown in Figure 7):

• Looking real: The fake data content must be as similar
to real data as possible. Meaningless names, unusual data
structures, and trifling file contents are samples of useless
fake data that reveal the identity of a honeypot. Rowe [62]
proposed a method to generate meaningful but invalid
data to use in honeypots. In this method, the filenames
are created by combining different parts of real filenames,
and the file contents are generated by extracting data
from different websites. Abay et al. [63] checked the
authenticity of fake data by deep learning approaches.
Chakraborty et al. [64] proposed FORGE; a fake data
generator. FORGE creates k different fake but believable
files for each real file to reduce the probability of real data
leakage. The content of a fake file is constructed based
on a meta-centrality metric regarding ontology concepts
to look real. Since FORGE can only generate textual
data, Han et al. [65] proposed another method to generate
trustful data, which can also create non-textual content,
such as diagrams, equations, and tables. This method
first models a document with a probabilistic logic graph
that can fully express its different parts. Then a greedy
algorithm is executed to generate fake graphs regarding
the real ones, and finally, the fake graphs are converted
into fake documents.

• Looking protected: The fake data must not be easy
to access for the adversary. As critical data are hard
to access, if the adversary collects it without effort, it
becomes suspicious and discovers that the collected data
are worthless. For example, encryption makes the stored
fake data in the honeypot database more valuable and
real. When the adversary faces plain data, it will have no
motivation to continue the attack on the current system.
Rowe [62] suggested that we can create files with attrac-
tive extensions such as ”.enc” and ”.cyc” and fill them
with random numbers for more attractiveness. Another
example is the authentication process for granting access.
The data that need authentication to be accessed can
encourage the adversary to launch an attack against them.
However, the authentication process must not be hard
to penetrate. Fraunholz and Schotten [66] used a fake
authentication page for the proposed deceptive web server
to lure and attract more adversaries. Chen and Buford [56]
used another method to lure the adversary about the
protected data. This research uses a database honeypot
to mitigate some weak SQL injection attacks. Hence, the
adversary becomes unsuspected about the existence of a
honeypot database.

• Looking consistent: The changes made by the adversary
must apply to the fake data so that it will observe the
updated data not only in the current session but also
in its next sessions. If the adversary finds any conflicts
in its communication with the honeypots, it will be
suspicious of a deceptive mechanism in the network.
Chen and Buford [56] designed a honeypot to detect
and mitigate SQL injection attacks. When the adversary
modifies the fake database in this database honeypot, the
changes are applied to a copied version of that. Hence,
the adversary will be sure about the consistency of the
database. Akingbola et al. [67] also proposed a stronger
method, in which a table is considered for each adversary
to store their changes in the database. Hence, when that
adversary returns, he/she will see the previous changes.
Their IP and MAC addresses identify the adversaries in
this method.

The effectiveness measurement metrics of this technique are
the same as the attractive vulnerabilities technique. LA, RA,
and WT can measure the trustworthiness of the honeypot fake
data from the adversary’s point of view.

D. Subtle Interruptions

Cyber-attacks continue to evolve in sophistication, pre-
senting an ever-growing challenge for detection within the
dynamic threat landscape. Honeypots emerge as a formidable
tool in this strategic defense approach. Functioning as spe-
cialized decoy systems meticulously designed to emulate real
environments, honeypots lure and deceive potential attackers.
These decoy systems employ various techniques to introduce
deliberate delays and obstacles, significantly hindering adver-
saries’ progress. Within the deception technique of ”Subtle
interruptions,” a notable strategy is using tarpits. Tarpits are an
ingenious mechanism to ensnare adversaries by intentionally
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What is the list of files?

”sample.txt”, ”readme”, ”1.jpg”

The files are real.

What is the list of files?

”skdfk.pdf”, ”skjfwi.csad”

The files are fake.

What is the list of files?

”copy.pdf”, ”track1.mp4”

The files are real.
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(a) Looking real

What is the file content?

Authentication is required!

You are a real database.

What is the file content?

”Subject: the review”

You are a honeypot database.

What is the file content?

Login first!

You are a real database.
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(b) Looking protected

Remove cell5. What is cell5?

It is not available.

You are a real database.

Remove cell5. What is cell5?

It is ”0x23c8”

You are a honeypot database.

Remove cell5. What is cell5?

It is not available.

You are a real database.
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(c) Looking consistent

Fig. 7. The scenarios of the Deceptive Database technique.

slowing down their progress. These digital quagmires are de-
signed to waste an adversary’s time and resources, compelling
them to navigate virtual mazes that impede their advance-
ments. These delay tactics encompass a range of deceptive
maneuvers, such as simulating intricate system responses,
injecting faux complexities, or dynamically altering network
configurations. For instance, a honeypot may convincingly
mimic a sluggish network connection or deliberately introduce
delays in the response time of specific applications. These
nuanced strategies, including tarpits, effectively consume the
adversary’s time and resources, diminishing the impending
attack’s overall impact. However, the successful execution
of these delay methods hinges on meticulous precision. Any
misstep in their implementation risks inadvertently revealing
the honeypot’s true nature, thus diminishing its efficacy as
a deceptive tool. Striking the delicate balance between hin-
dering the adversary’s progress and preserving the honeypot’s
covert status remains a nuanced challenge in cybersecurity
defense.[91, 92, 93]. Several cyber-attacks diminish over time.
Hence, wasting the adversary’s time or slowing him/her down
can significantly reduce the attack effects. Honeypots can
use different methods to delay the adversary. However, these
methods must be performed carefully to avoid revealing the
existence of the honeypot. The subtle interruptions technique
can be performed using two main methods (shown in Fig-
ure 8):

• Connection restriction: Restricting the adversary’s con-
nections is a way to slow him/her down. Dantu et al. [68]
proposed a method to interrupt malware propagation by
limiting the number of new connections an infected host
can create. Sun et al. [69] proposed a framework for
deploying honeypots, in which the queue length that
stores the established connections is limited. This can
interfere the adversary and cause interruptions.

• Causing extra probes: Another way of interrupting the
adversary is to make its target space larger, leading
to extra probing attempts. Gjermundrød and Dionys-
iou [70] proposed a honeypot, called CloudHoneyCY, in
which all possible ports are open, and if the adversary
communicates through them, the honeypot will respond
with garbled messages. This technique may waste time
since the adversary probes all the active ports. Shakarian
et al. [71] added distraction clusters, which are connected
decoys, at specific network points to amaze the adversary
and make the network seem bigger. Achleitner et al. [72]
also used a similar technique and proposed a honeypot-
based system that delays the adversary by constructing
virtual topologies for the network that takes a long time
to be scanned and probed. Pauna et al. [73], Suratkar
et al. [74], and Dowling et al. [75] proposed Q-learning
and reinforcement learning mechanisms, which are a type
of machine learning techniques by which the honeypot
learns how to interact with the adversary to waste its
time.

The efficiency of this deception technique can be measured
by the number of adversaries who communicate with the
honeypot for more than one session (SS). If the interruptions
are not usual, the adversary will not return to that honeypot.

E. Honeytoken Bait
Honeytoken is a fake piece of information or resource that

helps the honeypots trace the adversary. Since honeytokens do
not contain valid information, anyone using them is considered
to be an adversary or an illegal user. For example, a honeypot
authentication system can store several fake credential pairs in
its database. If an adversary penetrates the database and gains
access to these credentials, it will soon use them to login to the
system. Using these specific credentials claims that their owner
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I need 12 connections.

Connections are established.
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(a) Connection restriction

How many active machines?

Four machines are active (real).

Network scanning is fast.

How many active machines?

24 machines are active (fake).

Network scanning is slow.
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(b) Causing extra probes

Fig. 8. The scenarios of the Subtle Interruptions technique.

Stealing the credential database.

[username, password] (real)

Login: [username, password]

You are a legitimate user.

Stealing the credential database.

[username, password] (real)

[Asername, passworD] (fake)

Login: [Asername, passworD]

You are a malicious user.
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Fig. 9. The scenario of the Honeytoken Bait technique.

is a malicious user. These fake credentials are samples of
honeytokens [94, 95]. A sample scenario in using honeytokens
is shown in Figure 9. A honeytoken, a deceptive digital
artifact, is a potent instrument within cybersecurity. Crafted
deliberately to masquerade as legitimate data or resources,
its primary function is to empower honeypots in identifying
and tracing potential adversaries. Distinctively, honeytokens
diverge from conventional data in their essence; devoid of
genuine value, they lack the authenticity associated with valid
information. This intrinsic characteristic endows honeytokens
with a distinct purpose: anyone who engages with them is
promptly marked as an adversary or an illicit user within the
system. Consider the scenario of a honeypot authentication
system: ingeniously, it embeds a repository of counterfeit
credential pairs within its database. Intruders who infiltrate

the system and gain access to these deceptive credentials sub-
sequently deploy them to gain entry. The system’s response to
such actions is a telltale sign that the user’s intent is malicious.
These intentionally falsified credentials epitomize the essence
of honeytokens, embodying the fusion of deception and strate-
gic insight. Illustrating their application, envision a practical
use case depicted in Figure 9. Here, the trajectory of an
adversary’s actions unfolds, interwoven with the deployment
of honeytokens. This visual representation offers a tangible
glimpse into the intricate dance between the digital decoy
and the malicious actor. With each interaction, honeytokens
reveal their prowess not only as a tool of deception but as a
mechanism that empowers defenders to pinpoint and respond
to threats with heightened accuracy. Incorporating honeytokens
into the cybersecurity landscape exemplifies a dynamic strat-
egy transcending mere diversion. It stands as a testament to the
evolution of defense mechanisms, showcasing how innovation
and insight combine to outmaneuver adversaries in an ever-
evolving digital battlefield [96, 97].

• Generating the honeytokens: The landscape of honey-
token generation has witnessed a proliferation of method-
ologies, each contributing its unique approach to bolster-
ing the efficacy of this deceptive cybersecurity technique.
As highlighted by Juels and Rivest [76], one of these
strategies involves the manipulation of user passwords to
form honeytokens. A honeytoken is ingeniously crafted
by altering the first character and appending additional
characters at the end of a legitimate password. This vari-
ant of honeytokens, commonly known as ”honeywords,”
capitalizes on the premise of diverting unauthorized users
toward these fabricated entry points. Extending the narra-
tive, Bercovitch et al. [77] introduced an innovative leap
called ”HoneyGen.” This automatic honeytoken generator
revolutionized the way honeytokens are conceived and
utilized. What sets HoneyGen apart is its ability to
construct honeytokens that seamlessly mirror authentic
data. Operating on the principle that deceptive elements
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are most effective when closely resembling real ones,
HoneyGen assigns a unique score to each generated
honeytoken. This scoring mechanism quantifies the simi-
larity between a honeytoken and actual data, ensuring the
decoy is compelling enough to ensnare potential threats.
The significance of these methodologies extends beyond
their technical intricacies. They underscore the dynamism
within cybersecurity, wherein innovation and ingenuity
are harnessed to deceive and outsmart adversaries. These
honeytoken generation techniques embody the continu-
ous evolution of defense mechanisms, adapting to the
ever-shifting landscape of cyber threats. By meticulously
tailoring honeytokens through approaches like those pro-
posed by Juels and Rivest [76] and Bercovitch et al. [77],
the realm of cybersecurity augments its capabilities to
deter, detect, and respond to potential breaches with
heightened precision and agility. The landscape of hon-
eytoken generation is a dynamic arena where innovation
thrives, evident in diverse methodologies that seek to ele-
vate the precision and effectiveness of these sophisticated
cybersecurity instruments. Delving deeper into this realm,
Suryawanshi et al. [78] introduced a novel approach
that revolves around strategic alterations within a user’s
authentic password. This intricate technique involves
transforming characters at specific indices, and toggling
them between uppercase and lowercase. Notably, this
method offers heightened efficiency compared to its pre-
decessors and retains a crucial attribute—meaningfulness.
If the original password holds significance, the result-
ing honeywords echo this significance. This ingenious
touch significantly diminishes the likelihood of arousing
suspicion among potential adversaries, rendering Honey-
tokens even more adept at deception. Running parallel
to this innovation, Erguler [79] embarked on a similar
trajectory, advocating for a method that only stores the
genuine password and the index of the altered character
within the database. Beneath the technical surface, the
distinctive contribution of this work lies in the concept
of ”flatness.” This principle asserts that the generated
honeyword should closely mirror passwords crafted by
human users, effectively erasing the boundary between
authentic and counterfeit. The pursuit of flatness emerges
as a strategic imperative, enhancing the illusion and
rendering the distinction between genuine and fabricated
honeytokens almost imperceptible. Transitioning from
the theoretical to the practical realm, researchers are
committed to maximizing honeytokens’ efficacy in real-
world contexts.

• Using the honeytokens: Wegerer and Tjoa [80] signifi-
cantly advances this objective by meticulously outlining
the implementation steps for a MySQL honeypot database
server. This cutting-edge server integrates passive and
active honeytokens, catering to the distinct needs of trac-
ing internal and external adversaries. This multifaceted
approach underscores the versatility of honeytokens as
a cybersecurity strategy, encompassing various scenarios
and adversaries. These methodologies embody a relent-

less pursuit of innovation within the deception land-
scape. As the cybersecurity terrain continues to evolve,
these techniques represent the symbiotic relationship be-
tween ingenuity and the proactive defense against digital
adversaries. By further refining honeytoken generation
techniques, as proposed by Suryawanshi et al. [78] and
Erguler [79], and seamlessly integrating them into prac-
tical applications like Wegerer and Tjoa [80], researchers
provide a beacon for the continued advancement of cy-
bersecurity strategies. Within the domain of honeytoken
implementation, researchers have propelled the evolution
of this cybersecurity technique by introducing innovative
systems and methodologies that augment its effective-
ness and versatility. A pioneering contribution by Bowen
et al. [81] materialized in the form of the D3 system.
Central to this innovation is the integration of a beacon
within each honeytoken. This concealed signal transmitter
serves as a revolutionary element, enabling honeytokens
to establish a covert line of communication with the
D3 system. By effectively transmitting information re-
garding when and where honeytokens are activated, the
D3 system significantly refines the precision of threat
identification and extends the purview of insights derived
from honeytoken interactions. This level of real-time
reporting fundamentally transforms honeytokens from
mere decoys into instruments of actionable intelligence.
Expanding the horizon of beacon-based applications,
Park and Stolfo [82] delves into their deployment as
alert triggers during the compilation or execution of
counterfeit Java source codes, including honeytokens.
This ingenious utilization taps into the dynamic execu-
tion environment of Java, utilizing it to generate real-
time alerts whenever deceptive or counterfeit code, like
honeytokens, is executed. This approach enhances the
real-time responsiveness of cybersecurity measures and
exemplifies honeytokens’ multifaceted potential beyond
passive deception. Further enriching the repertoire of
honeytoken applications, Akiyama et al. [83] harnessed
the power of honeytokens to glean insights into the
intricate phases of web-based attacks. By strategically
disseminating honeytokens across distinct stages of an
attack, they successfully harvested invaluable data, pro-
viding a comprehensive understanding of the attacker’s
behavior, tactics, and potential motives. This innova-
tive approach underscores Honeytokens’ versatility as
a proactive threat intelligence-gathering tool. Venturing
into groundbreaking territory, Ja’fari et al. [49] intro-
duced the ”activator” honeytokens concept. This novel
paradigm shift extends the notion of deception by in-
troducing a mechanism to uncover relationships between
diverse entities within the cyber ecosystem. Specifically,
the activator honeytoken acts as a conduit to reveal
the intricate connections between the Mirai loader and
other bots [98], shedding light on the intricate dynamics
of botnet interactions. To comprehensively evaluate the
efficacy of these progressive approaches, the Utilization
Rate (UR) emerges as the most pertinent metric. Unlike
mere access to honeytokens, which might not accurately
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mirror an adversary’s true intent, utilizing honeytokens
provides a more authentic measure of their effectiveness.
Utilizing a honeytoken signifies a high level of deception,
underscoring the significance of UR as a robust indicator
of honeytoken’s impact in proactively thwarting potential
threats.

• Unveiling the Multidimensional Tapestry of Honeyto-
kens:
With their innovative design and evolving applications,
Honeytokens has emerged as a multifaceted cybersecurity
strategy that goes beyond traditional deception tech-
niques. This discussion ventures into uncharted dimen-
sions of honeytoken utilization, shedding light on novel
approaches that enhance their potency in safeguarding
digital landscapes. A groundbreaking concept introduced
by Bowen et al. [81] involves the integration of beacons
within honeytokens, giving birth to the ingenious D3 sys-
tem. This transformative leap propels Honeytokens into
an active role within cybersecurity defenses. The beacon,
nestled within each honeytoken, establishes an encrypted
communication channel with the D3 system. This real-
time information exchange empowers defenders with
insights into the very heart of adversary activities—where
and when honeytokens are triggered. This dynamic feed-
back mechanism redefines honeytokens from passive
decoys to living entities, providing unprecedented real-
time threat intelligence. By promptly identifying threats
and vulnerabilities, the D3 system elevates honeytoken
deployment to a dynamic, proactive defense strategy. Be-
yond the conventional boundaries of deception, Park and
Stolfo [82] explored the innovative application of beacons
to honeytokens in a distinct context. Their approach lever-
ages beacons to trigger alerts upon the compilation or
execution of deceptive Java source code, which includes
honeytokens. This proactive response mechanism intro-
duces an active element to deception tactics. Generating
alerts upon deceptive code execution merges honeytokens
into the active defense paradigm. This amalgamation
showcases the intricate harmony between honeytokens
and real-time threat identification, where honeytokens
deceive and trigger responsive actions to thwart potential
threats. Expanding the horizons even further, Akiyama
et al. [83] delved into the untapped potential of hon-
eytokens as sources of insight during various stages of
web-based attacks. Strategically deployed honeytokens
across different attack phases offered invaluable data that
uncovered the attacker’s tactics, behavior, and underlying
motivations. Applying honeytokens as strategic markers
throughout an attack enhanced threat intelligence and
transformed them into instruments of proactive attack
analysis. This strategic approach positions honeytokens as
agents illuminating attack narratives, enhancing incident
response strategies with a comprehensive understanding
of adversary tactics. An innovative stride by Ja’fari
et al. [49] introduced ”activator” honeytokens, a revo-
lutionary concept transcending deception’s boundaries.
These tokens deceive and serve as vehicles to uncover

relationships within intricate cyber ecosystems. The acti-
vator honeytoken explicitly explores connections between
the Mirai loader and other bots, shedding light on botnet
dynamics. This pioneering application showcases hon-
eytokens’ transformative potential, from mere deception
tools to strategic instruments that unravel the complex
web of cyber interactions. Incorporating these discussions
in the paper enriches its narrative by showcasing hon-
eytokens’ evolving role. These insights underscore how
innovation can reshape traditional techniques, highlight-
ing the synergy between cutting-edge strategies and the
proactive defense against dynamic cyber threats.

• Honeytokens: Abundant Web Application Exploits:
The extensive literature surrounding web applications
offers a rich tapestry of research focused on implementing
honeytokens. These deceptive elements, in the form of
various values, are ingeniously woven into the intricate
structure of web applications, serving as vital components
in the arsenal of cybersecurity strategies. This discussion
delves deeper into the multifaceted dimensions of honey-
token deployment within web applications, showcasing
their pivotal role in thwarting cyber threats. When strate-
gically integrated into web applications, Honeytokens
take on diverse forms tailored to confound and deceive
potential adversaries [99]. These artificial elements man-
ifest as decoy values that include HTTP parameters,
URLs, forms, cookies, HTML elements, permissions, and
even fabricated user accounts. By seamlessly embedding
these deceptive elements within the architecture of web
applications, defenders create a labyrinth of false trails
that attackers unwittingly follow, ultimately exposing
their tactics, objectives, and methods. Deceptive HTTP
parameters, seamlessly integrated into the requests and
responses of web applications, act as tantalizing bait
that adversaries inevitably engage with. These illusory
elements subtly guide attackers towards a predetermined
path, allowing defenders to understand the adversary’s
behavior, probing techniques, and even potential points
of vulnerability. Similarly, deceptive URLs, often cam-
ouflaged as legitimate components of the application’s
structure, entice attackers into interactions that yield valu-
able insights into their navigation patterns and exploratory
strategies. Incorporating honeytokens as deceptive forms,
cookies, and HTML elements adds a layer of complexity
to the web application’s façade [100]. Attackers, drawn
to these fabricated entities, unknowingly leave behind a
trail of interactions that provide defenders with invaluable
clues about their intent and objectives. By engaging with
these decoy elements, adversaries inadvertently disclose
critical aspects of their modus operandi, enabling de-
fenders to adjust their cybersecurity measures proactively.
However, the application of honeytokens extends beyond
mere interaction patterns. Researchers have also explored
their utility in permissions and user accounts. Defend-
ers guide adversaries toward engaging with seemingly
valuable targets by introducing fabricated permissions
or user accounts. This interaction exposes the attacker’s
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intent and aids defenders in mapping potential pathways
and objectives that adversaries may pursue. The holis-
tic deployment of honeytokens within web applications
represents a symphony of deception orchestrated pre-
cisely to extract insights from attacker behaviors. Each
decoy value, meticulously interwoven within the web
application’s structure, contributes to a larger narrative
that reveals the tactics and motivations of adversaries.
The dynamic interaction between innovation, strategic
insight, and the digital landscape creates a powerful
defense mechanism that bolsters cybersecurity in the face
of evolving digital threats [101, 102]. Here’s an expanded
description of each honeytoken type, along with more
information:
• Decoy HTTP Parameters: Decoy HTTP parameters are
forged data elements strategically inserted into a web
application’s HTTP requests and responses. These false
parameters mimic genuine data and are designed to attract
the attention of potential attackers. As attackers interact
with these decoy parameters, defenders collect valuable
information about the nature of their interactions. This
includes details about the target endpoints, the data they
seek, and the methods they employ to manipulate the
application. The analysis of these interactions assists
defenders in uncovering the tactics and objectives of ad-
versaries, enabling them to fine-tune defense mechanisms
[103].
• Deceptive URLs: Deceptive URLs are fabricated web
addresses that mirror legitimate paths within a web
application. These URLs are meticulously crafted to
appear integral to the application’s structure. Attackers
who navigate these deceptive URLs provide defenders
with insights into their exploration patterns. This helps
defenders understand which application attackers find
attractive or potentially vulnerable parts. By analyzing
the frequency and sequence of interactions with deceptive
URLs, defenders gain a deeper understanding of attacker
motivations and potential attack vectors [104].
• Decoy Forms: Decoy forms encompass synthetic in-
put fields strategically embedded within legitimate web
forms. These fields appear authentic, enticing attackers
to engage with them. The information submitted by
attackers in these forms offers defenders valuable insights
into their intent and objectives. Defenders can learn about
the specific data points attackers seek, the types of attacks
they are attempting, and the tactics they employ to exploit
vulnerabilities. This information enables defenders to bol-
ster security measures, fortifying the application against
potential threats [105].
• Deceptive Cookies: Deceptive cookies are fabricated
data tokens injected into a user’s browser upon interac-
tion with the application. When attackers inadvertently
interact with these cookies, defenders gain insights into
their behavior. This includes details such as the pages they
visit, their actions, and their patterns. By analyzing the
information collected from deceptive cookies, defenders
can discern attacker motivations, such as reconnaissance
efforts or attempts to manipulate session data. This un-

derstanding informs proactive defensive measures [106].
• HTML Element Baits: HTML element baits involve
strategically inserting synthetic HTML elements within
the web application’s source code. These elements are
typically hidden from regular users but are enticing to
potential attackers. As attackers interact with these hidden
elements, defenders gain insights into their tactics and
techniques. This encompasses details about attackers’
methods to explore the application’s structure, potentially
identifying areas of interest or vulnerabilities. The anal-
ysis of interactions with HTML element baits informs
defenders about potential attack vectors and guides their
defensive strategies [107].
• Fabricated Permissions: Fabricated permissions involve
creating synthetic access levels granted to specific roles
or users within the application. Attackers who attempt to
exploit these fabricated permissions inadvertently reveal
their objectives as they engage with these fictitious access
levels. Defenders can gain insights into the attackers’
intended pathways, potential targets, and the extent of
their knowledge about the application’s permission struc-
ture. This information enables defenders to adopt security
measures to counter specific attack strategies and limit
potential breaches [108].
• Fictitious User Accounts: Fictitious user accounts are
artificial profiles introduced into the application’s user
base. These fabricated accounts appear as potential targets
to attackers attempting unauthorized access. As attackers
interact with these deceptive accounts, defenders gather
insights into their methods of infiltration, the paths they
take, and their intentions. By analyzing the interactions
with fictitious user accounts, defenders can tailor security
measures to address the specific attack vectors observed
and enhance overall system security [109].
In web applications, it is essential to note that our
current section, methods, does not cover more advanced
strategies, particularly those that involve artificial intelli-
gence (AI). Specifically, techniques such as utilizing deep
learning algorithms to generate relational honeydata have
not been explored in the existing content. Incorporating
AI-based approaches introduces a layer of complexity
and adaptability to honeytoken generation. Deep learning
models, for instance, can potentially enhance the mimicry
of genuine user behavior, leading to more convincing and
contextually relevant honeytokens. This method fortifies
the honeypot’s deceptive capabilities and aligns with the
evolving landscape of cyber threats that often leverage
sophisticated techniques. Deep learning is a powerful
tool for generating relational honeydata, which involves
creating fake user interactions within a web application to
deceive potential attackers. To achieve this, deep learning
algorithms such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) or
long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) can be used
to capture sequential dependencies in data, making them
suitable for modeling relational aspects. By training on
legitimate user interactions, deep learning models can
learn the inherent patterns in user behavior, allowing them
to generate honeytokens that closely resemble authentic
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user actions. Further, deep learning models excel in
capturing contextual nuances, enabling the generation of
honeytokens that maintain coherence within a sequence
or relationship, making them more convincing to potential
attackers. The term ”relational honeydata” implies that
the generated honeytokens have been individually crafted
to resemble authentic actions and exhibit relationships
or dependencies between them. A relational honeydata
sequence might include a user logging in, navigating
through various pages, and completing a transaction—all
intricately linked to form a coherent and believable user
journey. One of the strengths of deep learning is its
adaptability to new patterns and evolving contexts. As
attackers modify their strategies, deep learning models
can be retrained to understand and generate honeyto-
kens that adapt to these changes. This adaptability is
particularly valuable in the dynamic landscape of web
application security, where attack techniques constantly
evolve Mohan et al., Mohan et al. [110, 111].

F. Traffic Redirection

Traffic redirection in a network containing one or more
honeypots commonly takes place in two situations (shown in
Figure 10):

• Interfering after detection: In some situations, the
adversary is detected in the network. However, we do
not block him/her from observing more activities from
him/her or waste its time. Hence, we must prevent the
adversary from communicating with critical resources in
the network. Some honeypots use the traffic redirection
technique to change the destination of the adversary’s
traffic and send it toward themselves. This technique must
perform appropriate processes to hide the redirection
from the adversary. The primary requirement of this
technique is threat detection. A detection mechanism
must first be performed to identify the malicious traffic,
which can be done by one of these methods:
⋄ Intrusion detection systems: Some researchers use

IDSs for the detection process. For example, La
et al. [84] proposed a signaling game model for a
network that redirects malicious traffic to a honeypot.
The malicious traffic is identified by deploying an
IDS. The strategy that helps the network defender to
decide which traffic must be redirected is obtained
using Bayesian equilibrium in this game. Selvaraj
et al. [85] used a honeypot database in the network,
and when an IDS detects malicious traffic, it will
be redirected to that fake database for securing the
stored data. Furthermore, Park et al. [45] used a
dynamic honeypot, called DVNH, in a Software-
Defined Network (SDN) to be the redirection des-
tination of the malicious traffic, which is detected
by an IDS.

⋄ Other types of honeypots: Some other researchers
try to detect the malicious traffic by another type of
honeypot and then redirect it. Among them, we can
mention the work done by Ja’fari et al. [49]. They

used the redirection technique to detect the loaders
of Mirai botnet. They first identify the compromised
hosts by placing honeypot decoys in the network,
then trace them to find the loaders, and finally
redirect the loader traffic to a honeypot system to
waste the adversary’s time. The work by Biedermann
et al. [86] is also in this field. They used a cloud
honeypot to detect brute force and dictionary scan-
ning attacks and then clone a virtual honeypot on the
attack target machine for redirection.

⋄ Other detection methods: Finally, we can see some
researches that tries to detect malicious traffic using
other methods. For example, Sardana and Joshi [87]
proposed a network architecture to mitigate DoS
attacks by redirecting flooding flows to the honey-
pots. Flooding flows are detected by checking the
traffic entropy. The redirection maintains the network
quality of service for legitimate users. Tian et al. [88]
proposed a USB honeypot that can redirect the data
sent from a malicious USB device to a honeypot.
Detecting the anomalous USB device is performed
by the end-users in this research.

• Improving the performance: The redirection process
can also be used for increasing the performance of
honeypots. For example, Wang and Wu [89] designed
a system, in which the powerful and weak attacks are
redirected to high-interaction and low-interaction honey-
pots, respectively. This technique can help the developers
create scalable honeynets and reduce their cost. Fan
and Fernández [90] performed a similar technique to
filter more interesting attack scenarios and send them to
the honeypot. In this work, the detection mechanism is
performed by the Snort IDS.

WT is the most appropriate metric for measuring this
technique’s deception power. When the adversary spends so
much of his/her time communicating with these honeypots,
we can state that the honeypot is correctly performing its
task. Moreover, Bedi et al. [112] proposed a two-player game
model, in which the network defender tries to mitigate DDoS
attacks by redirecting the adversary’s traffic to a honeypot sys-
tem. This model helps the defender find appropriate parameters
to be considered for redirection.

IV. DECEPTION IN HONEYNETS

Cyber deception techniques to improve honeypot perfor-
mance encompass innovative strategies applied within cyber-
security to augment the efficacy and capabilities of honeypots.
Honeypots, which emulate vulnerable systems or services,
are meticulously crafted to attract and mislead potential at-
tackers, diverting their focus from genuine production sys-
tems. These deception techniques involve the development of
more intricate and compelling honeypot environments. The
aim is to not only lure attackers but also to study their
behaviors, methodologies, and motives comprehensively. This
deeper understanding empowers cybersecurity professionals
with valuable insights to refine defensive strategies and en-
hance threat mitigation. Integrating advanced tactics that fos-
ter engagement, prolong interaction, and collect meaningful
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Fig. 10. The scenarios of the Traffic Redirection technique.

intelligence is central to the concept. Such techniques can
encompass behavior mimicry, where honeypots imitate the
actions of authentic users or systems, misleading attackers
and generating invaluable data on their approaches. Another
technique involves dynamic service emulation, whereby hon-
eypots dynamically simulate various services, rendering the
environment more realistic and intricate. This complexity chal-
lenges attackers to differentiate honeypots from actual systems.
Research contributions in cyber deception have significantly
enriched the landscape of honeypot methodologies [113].
Many studies have proposed diverse strategies, from incorpo-
rating deceptive elements into network architectures to devel-
oping advanced interaction models. Moreover, investigations
into psychological aspects of attacker engagement, such as
cognitive biases, have inspired novel approaches to honeypot
design. Using game theory principles to optimize deception
and engagement has also emerged as a promising avenue
of research. These contributions underscore cyber deception
techniques’ versatility and evolving nature and their pivotal
role in refining honeypot performance. By harnessing these
innovative methods, cybersecurity professionals aim to bolster
the accuracy of threat detection, enhance attacker profiling, and
optimize incident response strategies. Ultimately, the synergy
between the study of deception and the implementation of
cutting-edge techniques furthers the efficacy of honeypots,
safeguarding digital assets and fortifying organizations against
an evolving landscape of cyber threats [114].

• Innovative Strategies for Enhanced Honeypot Performance
• Diverting Attackers with Simulated Honeypot Systems
• Crafting Convincing and Engaging Honeypot Environ-

ments
• Deception Methods: Insights into Attacker Behavior
• Behavior Mimicry: Unveiling Attacker Approaches
• Authenticity and Challenge: Dynamic Service Emulation
• Enriching Honeypot Methodologies through Research

Contributions
• Psychology-Driven Design: Advanced Interaction Models
• Strategic Engagement: Applying Game Theory to Honey-

pots

• Precision Defense: Innovations Enhancing Threat Detec-
tion

• From Study to Action: Strengthening Honeypot Effec-
tiveness The subsequent content presents detailed descriptions
for each key point covered earlier. These descriptions provide
insights into various strategies that contribute to the enhance-
ment of honeypot performance and cybersecurity effectiveness.
The discussions encompass a range of innovative techniques,
including methods to divert attackers using simulated honeypot
systems, the art of crafting convincing and engaging honeypot
environments, the use of deception to gain insights into
attacker behavior, and the concept of behavior mimicry to
reveal attacker approaches. Additionally, the content explores
strategies such as dynamic service emulation that introduces
authenticity and challenge, enriching honeypot methodologies
through research contributions, employing psychology-driven
design, applying game theory for strategic engagement, and
leveraging innovations for precision defense. The insights
shared in each description collectively contribute to a com-
prehensive understanding of how these approaches strengthen
cybersecurity and fortify organizations against evolving threats
[115].

• Cyber deception techniques to improve honeypot per-
formance involve innovative strategies in cybersecurity for
enhancing honeypot effectiveness: Developing cyber deception
techniques has emerged as a critical approach to bolstering
honeypot performance in the ever-evolving cybersecurity land-
scape. By leveraging a blend of psychological manipulation,
technical innovation, and strategic design, these techniques
aim to outmaneuver malicious actors by providing them
with seemingly authentic targets. The core objective is to
create honeypots that attract attackers and actively deceive
and engage them. This involves crafting environments that
mirror real systems while embedding subtle inconsistencies
that draw attackers further into the deception. As cybersecurity
continually faces new challenges, implementing cyber decep-
tion techniques offers a dynamic and responsive approach to
enhancing honeypot efficacy [116, 117].

• Honeypots are simulated systems that divert attackers from
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real production systems by attracting and misleading them:
Honeypots are one of the ingenious creations in cybersecurity,
acting as a tactical diversion to divert attackers from actual
production systems. With a deceptively genuine facade, hon-
eypots tempt attackers to interact, providing defenders with
a controlled environment to monitor and analyze attacker
behavior closely. This diversionary approach is a valuable
early warning system, allowing security professionals to detect
potential threats before they can breach critical assets. By
exploiting attackers’ curiosity and desire for vulnerable targets,
honeypots are pivotal in gathering intelligence that informs
more effective cybersecurity strategies.

These techniques create more convincing and engaging
honeypot environments, aiming to attract attackers and gather
insights into their tactics: Creating convincing and engaging
honeypot environments requires a delicate balance between
authenticity and manipulation. Cybersecurity experts strive to
create environments that draw attackers in and foster sustained
engagement by meticulously mimicking legitimate systems’
appearance, vulnerabilities, and interactions. This engage-
ment isn’t merely deceiving attackers; it is about crafting
an environment that encourages them to reveal their tactics,
preferences, and strategies. This approach grants defenders an
unprecedented opportunity to study attackers’ decision-making
processes, toolkit preferences, and evolving techniques. As
attackers interact with honeypots, defenders gain insights that
fuel the development of more robust and agile cybersecurity
measures [118].

• Deception methods not only divert attackers but also
enable in-depth study of their behaviors, methodologies, and
motives: Deception methods serve as a dual-edged sword in
the realm of cybersecurity. While they effectively redirect
malicious actors away from valuable assets, their true value
lies in the comprehensive insights they provide into the world
of cyber adversaries. The information collected from honeypot
interactions offers a unique window into attacker behaviors,
methodologies, and motivations. This deeper understanding
allows cybersecurity researchers to anticipate attackers’ next
moves, bolster defense mechanisms, and fine-tune incident
response strategies [119]. By carefully analyzing attacker
engagements within honeypot environments, security profes-
sionals gain a clearer picture of the evolving threat landscape
and the tactics employed by malicious entities.

• Behavior mimicry is a technique where honeypots imitate
actions of real users or systems, generating valuable data on
attacker approaches [120]: The technique of behavior mimicry
introduces an element of finesse into the realm of honeypots.
Cybersecurity experts capitalize on attackers’ assumptions and
habits by meticulously crafting interactions that mirror the
actions of authentic users or systems. Attackers, drawn by
the illusion of interacting with genuine assets, engage with
honeypots in ways that parallel their typical strategies. This
approach offers an unparalleled opportunity to capture data on
attacker approaches, tactics, and decision-making patterns. As
the attackers unknowingly navigate the simulated environment,
defenders gain critical insights into the inner workings of cyber
criminals, helping shape proactive cybersecurity strategies.

• Dynamic service emulation involves dynamically simu-

lating various services to create a more authentic and chal-
lenging environment for attackers [121]: Dynamic service
emulation takes the concept of honeypots further by incorpo-
rating real-time adaptability. Traditional honeypots may offer
static environments, but dynamic service emulation mimics
actual systems’ fluidity. By dynamically altering the services
offered, cybersecurity experts challenge attackers to differ-
entiate between real and simulated offerings, making their
interactions more authentic and challenging. This approach
increases the complexity of the honeypot environment, at-
tracting more sophisticated attackers enticed by the nuanced
engagement opportunities presented. As attackers grapple with
the authenticity of the environment, defenders gain a clearer
understanding of attackers’ capabilities and intentions.

• Research contributions in cyber deception have enriched
honeypot methodologies, proposing strategies like integrating
deceptive elements into network architectures [122]: Cyber
deception has seen a surge of innovative research contribu-
tions that enrich the methodologies surrounding honeypots.
Researchers have explored diverse avenues, from embedding
deceptive elements directly into the architecture of networks to
devising intricate interaction models that closely mirror real-
world scenarios. These contributions represent a concerted
effort to elevate honeypot efficacy beyond simple diversion-
ary tactics. By infusing deception into the very fabric of
network design, researchers have paved the way for a more
comprehensive and strategic approach to cybersecurity. These
advances ensure that deception techniques align with evolving
attacker tactics, fortifying organizations against an increasingly
complex threat landscape.

• Advanced interaction models and psychological aspects
like cognitive biases have inspired new approaches to honeypot
design: Cybersecurity researchers have delved into the realm
of advanced interaction models, harnessing insights from cog-
nitive psychology to refine honeypot design. These models
capitalize on psychological phenomena, such as cognitive
biases, to create engagements that resonate with attackers’
decision-making processes. By exploiting these biases, cyber-
security experts tailor honeypot interactions that mirror real-
world scenarios, prolonging attacker engagements and increas-
ing the likelihood of extracting valuable data. This approach
aligns with the broader trend of human-centric cybersecurity,
recognizing that understanding the psychology of attackers is
instrumental in shaping effective defense strategies [123].

• Applying game theory principles to honeypots optimizes
deception and engagement, reflecting the evolving nature of
cyber deception techniques: Game theory principles, renowned
for their application in strategic decision-making, find a natural
fit in honeypots. By applying these principles, cybersecurity
experts strategically balance the elements of deception and
engagement within honeypot interactions. This delicate equi-
librium ensures that honeypots are adaptive and responsive
to evolving attacker strategies. As attackers modify their
approaches, game theory principles guide the adjustments
to honeypot tactics, optimizing deception and engagement
dynamics. This dynamic approach reflects the evolving nature
of cyber deception techniques, where adaptability is key to
staying ahead of attackers [124, 125].
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• These innovative methods enhance threat detection ac-
curacy, improve attacker profiling, and optimize incident re-
sponse strategies in cybersecurity: Integrating these innovative
techniques ripples the entire cybersecurity landscape, yielding
multifaceted benefits. Firstly, the heightened engagement from
advanced techniques translates to more accurate threat detec-
tion. The extended interactions enable defenders to gather a
more comprehensive dataset for analysis, leading to improved
attacker profiling. This profiling, in turn, refines incident
response strategies by providing a deeper understanding of
attacker motivations, strategies, and potential targets. This inte-
grated approach ensures cybersecurity measures are grounded
in real-world attacker behaviors, resulting in more effective
and targeted defense strategies [126].

• The synergy between studying deception and implement-
ing cutting-edge techniques strengthens honeypot effective-
ness, fortifying organizations against evolving cyber threats:
The synergy between academic research on deception and the
practical application of cutting-edge techniques offers a holis-
tic and dynamic defense mechanism. This collaboration equips
organizations with honeypots adaptable to emerging threats
and strategically designed to deceive and deter adversaries. As
the threat landscape continually evolves, this fortified approach
ensures a resilient defense, safeguarding organizations against
the ever-shifting tactics of cyber adversaries. This collaborative
synergy represents the frontline of defense, harnessing the
best research insights and practical innovation to create an
intelligent and anticipatory security posture.

V. A GENERAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ANALYZING
HONEYNETS

A honeynet is a deceptive network of decoys that places
several honeypots in different network locations to take ad-
vantage of the collaboration between these honeypots. This
community of honeypots is more effective than using a single
decoy in a network. It is worth noting that the honeypots
in a honeynet are not always in different physical machines.
Virtual honeypots on the same machine can also construct the
honeynet. The point is that the adversary thinks that they are
different systems.

In addition to making single honeypots powerful in de-
ceiving adversaries, the network of honeypots (i.e., honeynet)
must also be effective to reach the goal of deception. For
example, the number of single honeypots in a honeynet and
their placement significantly impact the total deception power.

Most of the researches in this field used gaming models
to present a honeynet in which the network defender and
the adversary are the main players. Before presenting the
deception techniques in this section, we suggest a general rep-
resentation of honeynets, which can match the current works
in this field. All the game models mentioned in this section
can be comparable with this new representation. The notations
used in this representation are summarized in Table IV. A
honeynet, H, can be written as H = {N ,S, C,B}, where N
is the network characteristics, S is the detail of the players
strategies, C is the set of costs that the players may pay, and
B is the set of benefits that the players may obtain.

TABLE IV
THE LIST OF NOTATIONS USED FOR REPRESENTING A HONEYNET.

Notation Description
H The honeynet
N The network characteristics
h The number of honeypots
r The number of vulnerable real hosts
z The number of safe real hosts
D The list of hosts degrees
di The degree of the ith hosts

dmax The maximum hosts degree
S The players strategies
ma The maximum number of adversary’s attack attempts
ah The adversary’s acceptable number of connections to

the honeypots
srh The honeypots service rate
srr the real hosts service rate
ara The adversary’s attack rate
sr′h The reduced factor of the honeypots service rate
sr′r The reduced factor of the real hosts service rate
ar′a The reduced factor of the adversary’s attack rate
oh The optimal number of honeypots in the defender’s best

strategy
C The set of players costs
pch The adversary’s cost of probing a honeypot
pcr The adversary’s cost of probing a real host
ach The adversary’s cost of attacking a honeypot
acr The adversary’s cost of attacking a real host
pc′h The defender’s cost when the adversary probes a

honeypot
pc′r The defender’s cost when the adversary probes a real

host
ac′h The defender’s cost when the adversary attacks a

honeypot
ac′r The defender’s cost when the adversary attacks a real

host
cc The adversary’s cost of being caught by the honeypots
dc The defender’s cost of deploying a honeypot
rc the defender’s cost of responding to the adversary’s

attempts
mc The adversary’s maximum acceptable cost
B The set of players benefits
abh The adversary’s benefit of successfully attacking a

honeypot
abr The adversary’s benefit of successfully attacking a real

host

N can be written as N = {h, r, z,D}, where h, r, z are
the number of honeypots, the number of real hosts that are
vulnerable to cyber attacks, and the number of other safe hosts
in the network, respectively. D is a list of hosts’ degrees, where
di is the ith host degree and dmax is the maximum degree
value among all the hosts. The number of links connected to
a host is considered its degree.

We have S = {ma, ah, srh, srr, ara, sr
′
h, sr

′
r, ar

′
a, oh},

where ma is the maximum number of attack attempts that the
adversary can perform and ah is the adversary’s acceptable
number of connections to the honeypots. srh and srr are the
service rates of honeypots and real hosts. ara is the adversary’s
attack rate, and the symbols with a quote are the reduced
factor of that symbol after applying the optimal strategy. For
example, assume that the service rate of a honeypot is 100%,
and in the optimal strategy that honeypot must have a service
rate of 50%, the reduced factor of srh is 0.5 (i.e., the value of
sr′h is 0.5). oh is the optimal number of required honeypots
in the defender’s best strategies.
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The set of costs for each operation can be written
as C = {pch, pcr, ach, acr, pc′h, pc′r, ac′h, ac′r, cc, dc, rc,mc},
where pch and pcr are the adversary’s cost of probing a
honeypot and a real host, respectively. ach and acr are the
adversary’s costs of attacking a honeypot and a real host,
respectively. The symbols with a quote are the same cost for
the defender. cc is the adversary’s cost of being caught by the
honeypots, dc is the defender’s cost of deploying a honeypot in
the network, and rc is the defender’s cost of responding to the
adversary’s attempts. Finally, mc is the maximum acceptable
attacking cost for the adversary.

For the benefits set, we have B = {abh, abr}, where abh
and abr are the adversary’s benefits of successfully attacking a
honeypot and a real host, respectively. It is worth noting that
some adversaries can compromise the honeypots to control
them, and this is considered as a successful attack to a
honeypot.

At the following, we present deception techniques that are
used to improve honeynets’ performance. We also mention
the suggested strategies in each research represented with
our model, H. We have also simulated comparable works to
analyze their performance. A summarization of the related
researches in this field is presented in Table V (note that
some of the names for the researches models are assigned
by ourselves).

A. Optimizing the Honeypots

One of the most significant network parameters in honeynets
is the number of deployed honeypots. Placing a few honey-
pots in the network is insufficient to lure the adversary and
protect the entire network. On the other hand, using too many
honeypots in the network is costly, and in some cases, it may
warn the adversary about the deception mechanism that it is
facing. Therefore, finding the optimal number of honeypots
for a network is necessary.

One of the first researches in optimizing the number of
honeypots was performed by Rowe et al. [127]. This research
proposed a mathematical model to calculate the adversary’s
cost and benefit in attacking a honeynet. If the adversary
spends more than the cost threshold on a system, it will
ignore that system and try to attack another system. Since this
model considers the adversary’s tolerance, we call it TBM
(short for Tolerance-Based Model). Using this model, the
network defender can set an appropriate number of honeypots
to increase the attacking cost than the adversary’s expected
cost. The upper bound of the accepted attacking cost of a
single system for the adversary (mc) can be calculated by
Equation 1.

mc =
(pcr + acr)(abr(h+ r + z)− h(abr + abh))

abr(h+ r + z + achh)
(1)

According to Equation 1, we can conclude that the optimal
number of honeypots (oh) can be calculated by Equation 2.

oh =
abr(r + z)(pcr + acr −mc)

abrmc(ach + 1) + abh(pcr + acr)
(2)

Although the previous model can be used to find the
appropriate number of honeypots, the network defender must

have information about the adversary’s perceived cost and
benefit. Hence, another model is proposed by Crouse [128] to
find the optimal number of honeypots without the adversary’s
perceived parameters. A honeynet is modeled as a URN that
contains three types of beads with different colors. We call
this model URN. The h honeypots, the r vulnerable hosts,
and the other z network elements are shown as red, green, and
blue, respectively. A bead is removed from the URN when the
adversary attacks a host. In this model, the adversary attempts
to attack ma hosts, which leads to eliminating ma beads. This
model assumes that the adversary is successful if it can launch
an attack against at least one of the vulnerable hosts. Hence,
in the URN model, the adversary reaches the goal if at least
one of the beads from the ma removed beads is green. We
can calculate the probability of a successful attack by this
assumption Equation 3.

Pr(successful attack) =
ma−1∑
x=1

(
r
x

)(
z

ma−x

)(
h+r+z
ma

) (3)

The network defender can calculate the number of required
honeypots Equation 3, considering the network situations to
quantify the threshold for the adversary’s successful attack
rate. A simple threshold is to set the maximum success
probability as 0.5. In this situation, the number of failed attacks
exceeds that of successful ones. Hence, the adversary may
avoid attacking the network.

Some adversaries employ intelligent attack strategies in
which connecting to a few honeypots cannot reveal their
identity. Hence, they accept communicating with a specific
number of honeypots toward reaching their goals. As a result,
Crouse et al. [129] proposed a similar URN model that
also considers an acceptable number of connections to the
honeypots (ah). We call this model URNt (short for URN with
threshold). In such conditions, the probability of a successful
attack can be calculated as Equation 4.

Pr(successful attack) =
ah∑
l=0

ma−1∑
x=1

(
r
x

)(
h
l

)(
z

ma−(x+l)

)(
h+r+z
ma

) (4)

Therefore, the network defender can make the best decision
to choose the appropriate deception method by changing the
values of the variables in Equation 4 and examining the
probability of the adversary’s victory.

The previous URN models, do not consider the probing
process that the adversary performs before launching the
attacks. Therefore, Fraunholz and Schotten [130] proposed a
game model that also models the probing process and it is
solved based on the Stackelberg competition, in which the
adversary and the defender try to utilize the best strategy after
the previous player’s strategy. As this model uses game theory
concepts for optimizing the number of honeypots, we call it
GBO (short for Game-Base Optimizer). This game model tries
to find the optimal number of honeypots that are required to
be deployed in the network. Two scenarios are defined in this
model. In the first scenario, the adversary do not probe the
hosts before attacking them. Hence, the model suggests setting
the number of honeypots so that the attacking payoff equals
the non-attacking payoff. In this situation, the adversary is
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TABLE V
COMPARING THE RESEARCHES IN THE FIELD OF DECEPTION IN HONEYNETS.

Research Purpose Key Characteristic Optimal Strategy for the Defender Model Type
TBM [127] Optimizing Considering the adversary’s toler-

ance
Calculate the maximum expected cost for the ad-
versary and try to make the attack cost higher than
that. Set the number of honeypots according to
Equation 2.

Mathematical model

URN [128] Optimizing Considering the safe hosts in the
model

Calculate the probability of a successful attack and
try to make it lower. Set the number of honeypots
according to Equation 3.

Mathematical model

URNt [129] Optimizing Considering the safe hosts and a
threshold for connecting to a hon-
eypot

Calculate the probability of a successful attack and
try to make it lower. Set the number of honeypots
according to Equation 4.

Mathematical model

GBO [130] Optimizing Considering the number of probes
before the attack

Make a situation that the adversary prefers not to
attack. Calculate the number of honeypots according
to Equation 5.

General two-player game

HSGp [131] Diversifying Assigning each host a numerical
importance value

Model the network with the suggested game and find
the optimal strategy using Nash equilibrium.

Zero-sum game

HSG [132] Diversifying Using network attack graph to find
the hosts’ importance value

Model the network with the suggested game and find
the optimal strategy using Nash equilibrium.

Zero-sum game

DHG [133] Diversifying Assigning limited importance val-
ues to the hosts

Find the adversary’s optimal strategy and try to make
it unreachable with Stackelberg equilibrium.

General two-player game

DHGu
[134]

Diversifying Assuming that the adversary does
not know the honeypot types to be
more realistic

Calculate the upper bound for the adversary’s cost
and approximately solve the game using Stackelberg
equilibrium.

General-sum game

DHD [135] Diversifying Considering honeypot detection
techniques

Diversify the network to reduce the probability of
honeypots detection when one of them is detected

Zero-sum game

POSG [136] Locating Considering unknown attack graph
safety level for the defender

Use approximation methods or POMDP algorithm to
solve the game and find the optimal strategy.

Zero-sum game

POSGm
[137]

Locating Letting the defender place multiple
honeypots on the attack graph

Check all strategies and find the optimal one accord-
ing to the reward function by a progressive algorithm

Zero-sum game

DD [138] Dynamizing Assuming contiguously located
honeypots

Tell lie as much as possible General two-player game

SGM [139] Dynamizing Considering the attacks with and
without probing

In the conditions mentioned in Equation 6 to Equa-
tion 8, show the probed host as a real host and
otherwise, show it as a honeypot

Signaling game

SGMd
[140]

Dynamizing Focusing on the denial of service
attacks

Make the real hosts tell the truth in the conditions
mentioned in Equation 9 to to Equation 14. Make the
honeypots tell the truth in the conditions mentioned
in Equation 11 to Equation 16. In other situations,
tell the lie.

Signaling game

HDG [141] Dynamizing Considering multiple probes for the
adversary

Respond so that the probability of getting the truth
and lie are equal.

Extensive form game

CSG [142] Dynamizing Considering adversary’s obtained
evidence

Find the optimal strategy by perfect Bayesian Nash
equilibrium

Signaling game

SGE [143] Dynamizing Considering adversary’s obtained
evidence based on hosts activities

In dominant state, make all the real hosts and hon-
eypots seem the same. In a heavy state, make all
the honeypots seem like the real hosts. In the middle
state, half of the honeypots act like real hosts, and
only a few real hosts act like honeypots.

Signaling game

eHDG
[144]

Dynamizing Assuming that both the adversaries
and the legitimate users may probe
the network to be more realistic

Lying is necessary for the defender. General two-player game

BRL [145] Dynamizing Using machine learning based on
the malicious neighbors to find the
optimal strategy

Acting as a honeypot when more than two malicious
neighbors are detected

Reinforcement learning

IoTCandyJar
[41]

Dynamizing Using machine learning to create
an intelligent-interaction honeypot

The optimal strategy is found based on the trained
model

Machine learning

MDRL
[146]

Dynamizing Using machine learning for finding
the optimal strategy, especially for
choosing to act as a low or high-
interaction honeypot

The optimal strategy is found based on the trained
model

Reinforcement learning

DTG [147] Shaping Assigning different tasks for the
nodes with different topological
characteristics

Use higher exponent for scale-free networks. Differential game

VTG [148] Shaping Considering various network
topologies

Keep the greatest hosts’ degrees low. Mathematical model
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Algorithm 1 The adversary’s attack process in the simulations
for comparing the researches conducted for optimizing the
honeypots.
honeypots← the list of honeypot nodes
hosts← the list of real host nodes
network ← honeypots+ hosts
compromised← an empty list
checked← an empty list
payed← 0
accpeted cost = 20× host cost+ 4× honeypot cost
while True do

if size(compromised) = 20 then
log a successful attack
break

if size(checked) = size(network) then
log an unsuccessful attack
break

if payed > accepted cost then
log an unsuccessful attack
break

target← a random node from network − checked
add target to checked
if target ∈ honeypots then

payed← payed+ honeypot cost
else

payed← payed+ host cost
add target to compromised

forced not to attack the hosts. According to this condition,
the minimum number of honeypots (oh) can be calculated as
Equation 5.

oh =
r × abr

dc
(5)

In the second scenario, the probing process is also considered.
A linear equation is presented to find the payoff of each
strategy, and then, a heuristic algorithm is proposed to find
the best strategy.

To compare the performance of the researches mentioned
in this section (i.e., TBM, URN, URNt, and GBO), we sim-
ulated several random networks with different characteristics
in Python, and applied the optimal metric suggested by each
model. Each network has a total number of 100 nodes, and the
number of honeypots varies from zero to 50 in each scenario.
The adversary probes the network and aims to compromise at
least 20 real hosts in the network. Connecting to more than
4 honeypots leads to the adversary’s failure. The adversary’s
attacking scenario details are presented in Algorithm 1.

The results are shown in Figure 11. The changes in the
number of successful attacks, which is indicated by “success”,
and the changes in the four models’ metrics, are shown in this
figure. The growth and decay of the metrics compared with
the adversary’s success metric explain that using Equation 4,
presented by the URNt model, can get better results than the
other three models in our scenarios. It seems that Equation 4
gets better results because of using the most important metrics,
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Fig. 11. Comparing the researches about optimizing the number of honeypots.

especially the maximum number of acceptable connections to
the honeypots (i.e., ah).

B. Diversifying the Honeypots

The type of honeypots located in the network is another
major parameter affecting the honeynet performance. There
are different types of honeypots with various capabilities.
Hence, the network defender must choose the appropriate type
according to their deployment cost. Moreover, this diversity
helps the defender prevent more honeypot detection attacks.
In fact, if the adversary finds a way to detect a honeypot of
type t, the other type t honeypots can be detected similarly.
But, if the honeypots are of different types, detecting one of
the honeypots may not lead to simply detecting all of them.

Pı́bil et al. [131] proposed a zero-sum game model, called
HSG (short for Honeypot Selection Game) for a honeynet with
different types of honeypots. This game assigns a numerical
value to each real host and honeypot, indicating its importance
in the network. For example, a database server is one of
the critical assets in the network and it is likely to be the
target of an adversary. The important values of the honeypots
are fake as they pretend to be that much important. In
HSG, the network defender and the adversary are the game’s
players. The adversary aims to attack a real host. At the
same time, the defender optimally deploys a fixed number of
honeypots with different types (different importance values)
to increase the probability of a honeypot being attacked. In
HSG, the adversary cannot probe the hosts before attacking
them. Hence, another model called HSGp is proposed in the
same research to support the probing process. In HSGp, the
adversary’s resources are limited and can only probe a specific
number of hosts. The information obtained by these probes is
not always valid. This research suggests finding the optimal
strategy for the defender by Nash equilibrium concepts [149].

Since the importance of the network hosts is not simply a
number, Kiekintveld et al. [132] used the HSG model with im-
portant values calculated from the network attack graph. The
attack graph can specify host vulnerabilities, and presenting
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the most probable attack paths can assign an important value
to each host.

The important value of the hosts in a network is selected
from a specific list. Therefore, only specific numbers are
allowed to be assigned to the honeypots. As a result, Durkota
et al. [133] proposed a game model for presenting a honeynet
with different but limited honeypot types. We name this model
DHG (short for Diversifying Honeynet Game). The adversary
and the network defender are the players of this game. The
defender can place a specific number of honeypots in the
network, but their types are custom. The adversary does not
know which host is a honeypot. Hence, it creates the attack
graph of the honeynet and analyzes it to find the optimal attack
path. According to the optimal strategy of the adversary, the
best defensive strategy can be calculated by the Stackelberg
equilibrium. In this game, the adversary pays a specific cost
when it attacks a honeypot, and on the other hand, it gets a
reward for successfully attacking a real host.

Since DHG assumes that the adversary knows the types of
honeypots, another model is proposed by Durkota et al. [134]
for a similar scenario, but with assuming that the adversary is
unaware of the honeypot types. We call this model as DHGu
(short for DHG with an unaware adversary). This model
presents a network of different honeypot types with a general-
sum game. The defender and the adversary are the two players
of this game. The network defender performs the first move to
optimally place different types of honeypots in the network.
Deploying these honeypots may have different costs and bring
different security levels. The adversary knows the number of
honeypots, but does not have any information about their type
and location. However, it selects a host to compromise by
calculating the probability of accessing a honeypot and the cost
of its successful attack. This research proposes approximate
solutions to find the best strategies for each player, and also
presents a linear equation to calculate the upper bound of
utility functions in this game.

To analyze the honeypot detection attacks, Sarr et al. [135]
proposed a zero-sum game model, in which the defender
attempts to reduce the chance of successful honeypot detection
attacks by increasing the cost of detecting all honeypot types.
We call this model as DHD (short for Diversifying to mitigate
Honeypot Detection). The defender has to place a specific
number of honeypots in the network. However, it is allowed to
choose custom honeypot types. The defender pays a specific
cost for deploying each type of honeypots. On the other
hand, the adversary obtains a reward by detecting a honeypot,
but, pays the same deployment cost of a type t honeypot
as the detection cost. For example, if the defender utilizes
two types of honeypots, low-interaction, and high-interaction,
the deployment cost of the first and second types are c1 and
c2, respectively, and the detection must also pay c1 and c2
to detect the first and the second types, respectively. The
point in this game is if the adversary pays c1 to detect a
honeypot of the second type, he will not be successful. This
research suggested not deploying the same type of honeypots
and diversifying them randomly in the network to decrease the
chance of honeypot detection.

C. Locating the Honeypots

In addition to the number of honeypots, their location is
important in deceiving the adversary and wasting time. Two
honeynets with the same number of honeypots may have
different defensive performances according to the placement
strategy that is deployed for locating the honeypots. The attack
graph of a network can be used to find the appropriate location
for the honeypots. An attack graph is a directed graph that
represents the beginning and the ending states of different
intrusions in the network. The edges in this graph show the
process of exploiting the vulnerabilities. For example, if the
adversary can compromise host h1 only after compromising
host h2, in the attack graph we have h1 and h2 as two
nodes and an edge exists from h2 to h1. The honeypots
must be located between two nodes of this graph that are
connected with an edge, so that reaching the final state (i.e., the
adversary’s goal) through them is costless for the adversary.
Hence, it would communicate with the honeypots and will be
deviated from the attack target. In other words, we try to show
the network more vulnerable with the honeypots in appropriate
locations. Moreover, placing the honeypots in proper locations
can help us trace the adversary. Communicating with a hon-
eypot shows that the adversary has exploited the prerequisite
nodes to reach the current one.

Anwar et al. [136] modeled the problem of placing the
honeypots in a network as a zero-sum stochastic game between
the defender and the adversary. The game model is called
POSG. Both the players know the attack graph in POSG,
however, the adversary does not know which network node is a
honeypot, and the defender is not aware of which vulnerability
has been exploited by the adversary. In each step, the defender
can choose to place a single honeypot on a specific edge of the
network attack graph or do nothing, and the adversary selects
a host to exploit. Exploiting a honeypot costs high for the
adversary, and the defender gets a reward. But, if the adversary
probes a real host, it gets a reward, and the defender must pay a
specific cost. The POSG researchers did not mention a specific
strategy for the players, and they suggest using approximate
methods or POMDP algorithm, which is used for similar game
models, to find the optimal strategy.

Since the defender can place only a single honeypot in each
step of POSG, Anwar et al. [137] proposed another zero-sum
game model based on the network attack graph, in which the
defender can place as many honeypots as it wants in each step.
We call this model POSGm (short for POSG with multiple
honeypots). The defender must pay a specific cost for locating
each honeypot in the network, and gets a specific reward if it
could trace the adversary. On the other hand, the cost for the
adversary is to be detected and the reward is to exploit a real
host vulnerability. In this game model, first, a linear equation
is suggested to calculate the reward function of the players, a
progressive algorithm is proposed to check all possible game
states in future steps and find the best strategies.

D. Dynamizing the Honeypots

One of the deception techniques that can be utilized in
honeynets is changing the behavior of real hosts or honeypots
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and responding to the adversary dynamically. In this case,
when an adversary probes one of the hosts, the network
defender decides whether to show that host as a real host
or as a honeypot. This technique increases the adversary’s
uncertainty about the host types. For example, if the adversary
finds a host with many open ports, which shows the clue
of being a honeypot, it would not be sure of the type of
that host. That host may be really a honeypot or it is a
real host that pretends to be a honeypot. For this reason,
making the honeynet dynamic can lead to higher deception
performance. But, there is a trade-off between the deception
level obtained by lying and the cost of configuring a related
mechanism. Hence, this dynamicity must be created with
appropriate boundaries.

Cai et al. [138] proposed a two-player game model, in
which the honeypots are contiguously located in the network’s
address space. The network defender and the adversary are the
players of this game. The adversary probes its desired hosts.
If that host is a real one, it gets a normal response. But, if the
adversary probes a honeypot, the defender decides to lie or tell
truth about the identity of that honeypot. The number of lies
in this model is limited. Hence, the defender must adopt an
intelligent strategy to lure the adversary. The adversary tries to
find the block of honeypots with the lowest possible number of
probes, and the defender aims to increase the number of these
probes. This research suggests the defenders to use a strategy,
called Delay-Delay (DD), in which the honeypots always tell
lies until their limitation is exceeded. As the optimal strategy
in this model is called DD, we also name the model as DD.

The honeypots are not always located contiguously within
the address space. They may be in random addresses. Hence,
Carroll and Grosu [139] proposed another model based on
signaling games, in which the network utilizes the honeypots
in custom places. We name this model as SGM (short for
Signaling Game Model). The network defender and the ad-
versaries are the sender and the receiver in SGM, respectively.
A specific number of honeypots are located in the network,
but the defender can reply to the adversary’s probes with
different responses. In other words, if a host is a honeypot
and the adversary probes it, the defender decides whether to
respond to it as a real host or as a honeypot. The defender
tries to conceal the identity of the honeypots and make the
adversary attack them. On the other hand, the adversary aims
to select a real host for attacking. When the adversary probes
a host, the defender can respond with ’h’ or ’r’ to show the
probed host is a honeypot or a real system, respectively. In
this situation, the adversary has three choices: attacking that
host, attacking the host after probing it, or finishing the game
without attacking. SGM suggested that the optimal strategies
are to always respond with ’h’ or to always respond with
’r’. This research also states that the strategy of randomizing
the responses is equivalent to these two strategies. In any
of the conditions mentioned in Equation 6, Equation 7, and
Equation 8, the optimal strategy is to always respond with ’r’.
Moreover, the optimal strategy in other conditions is to always
respond with ’h’.

h

h+ r + z
≤ pch

acr + cc
∧ h

h+ r + z
≤ abr − acr

abr + acr
(6)

h

h+ r + z
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∧ h

h+ r + z
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abr − acr
(7)

h

h+ r + z
≥ abr − acr

abr + cc
∧ h

h+ r + z
≥ abr − acr − pch

abr − acr
(8)

Çeker et al. [140] proposed a signaling game model for
presenting a honeynet, which is nearly similar to SGM.
However, this model focuses on preventing DoS attacks in a
honeynet. The network defender is the sender in this model and
tries to optimally configure the honeynet to serve legitimate
users under a DoS attack still. Since this model is like SGM
and is used for DoS attacks, we name it SGMd (short for
SGM in DoS attacks). The adversary is the receiver player
and performs one of these actions when communicating with
a host: attacking that host, observing, or finishing the game
without attacking. This research suggested the real hosts to
tell the truth in the conditions mentioned in Equation 9 to
Equation 14, and in other conditions, it is optimal to signal the
lie. The honeypots also suggest telling the lie in the conditions
mentioned in Equation 11 to Equation 16, and the truth in other
conditions.
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In SGM and SGMd, the adversary can only probe a single
host in each step, while in reality, the adversary may probe
several hosts before deciding to attack one of them. Hence,
Garg and Grosu [141] proposed another game model, called
HDG, to better represent the honeynets in lying scenarios.
HDG is an extensive form game with the network defender
and the adversary as the first and second players, respectively.
The players in HDG move alternatively until the adversary
probes a specific number of hosts. At the final step of this
game, the adversary decides to attack one of the hosts or not.
HDG suggests that the defender to respond in such a way that
the probability of getting a true or lie response is equal.
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Some clever adversaries, seek for evidence to probabilisti-
cally check whether a response is a lie or a truth. For example,
a honeypot may simulate mouse movements to act normally.
However, the adversary can find out the fake movement
with uncommon patterns. Two models are proposed by the
researchers that consider the adversary’s evidence. The first
model is proposed by Pawlick and Zhu [142]. This model is
based on cheap-talk signaling games, in which the network
defender and the adversary are the sender and the receiver,
respectively. We call this model as CSG (short for Cheap-talk
Signaling Game). The adversary can find evidence about the
deception used in the network, and after getting the message
from the defender, decides whether to launch an attack. CSG
suggests finding the optimal strategy using perfect Bayesian
Nash equilibrium. However, an exact optimal strategy is not
defined. Hence, Pawlick et al. [143] proposed another game
that models a honeynet with two types of lie and truth
responses. This model is based on cheap-talk signaling games
and supposes that the network defender and the adversary are
the sender and the receiver in this game, respectively. The
message exchanged between the sender and the receiver in this
specific game is the activity level of a host. A host with a high
activity level is probably a real host, and a low activity level
is the main characteristic of a honeypot. Though, the defender
can change the activity level to lure the adversary. Since this
model is based on a Signaling Game with Evidence, we call
it as SGE. The optimal strategy for the defender in SGE
is to make the adversary’s evidence useless. Therefore, this
model considers different states for a honeynet and suggests
the defender’s optimal strategy in each state. The states and
the strategies are as follows:

• Dominant state: In the case that the number of honeypots
or the number of real hosts are extremely low (i.e., almost
zero), the optimal strategy is to make all the systems (i.e.,
the honeypots and the real hosts) have similar activity
level. In other words, all the systems must be at a high
activity level or all of them must have a low activity level.

• Heavy state: When the number of honeypots is not near to
zero but it is less than the real hosts, the optimal strategy
is to keep the real hosts’ activity level high and make the
honeypots appear with a high activity level. In the case
that the number of real hosts is not near to zero but it is
less than the honeypots, the optimal strategy is the same.

• Middle state: If the number of honeypots and real hosts
are nearly equal, the optimal strategy is to make half of
the honeypots act active, and the other half be in a low
activity level. Most of the real hosts must also be kept on
high-level activity and the others on low-level activity.

The previously mentioned models in this section assumed
that only the adversary probes the network. In real situations,
some benign hosts probe the network and communicate with
others. Hence, Bilinski et al. [144] extended HDG model and
proposed a Bayesian game model, in which the first player is
the network defender and the second player is a general node.
The second player is an adversary with a specific probability
and otherwise, it is a benign node. We call this model as eHDG
(short for extended HDG). The defender in eHDG can place

up to k hosts in the network, and the adversary wins the game
if it can perform a successful attack against at least one real
host. The main purpose of this game is to show that the lying
strategy for the defender is necessary. Without this lying, the
defender loses most of the time. The suggested strategy is to
balance the number of lies between all the hosts.

Reinforcement learning is utilized by Limouchi and Mah-
goub [145] to dynamize the honeypots in an IoT environment
optimally. Since this model uses Bayesian algorithms com-
bined with reinforcement learning, we call this model as BRL
(Bayesian Reinforcement Learning). A honeypot can act as
a real or fake host in this research. When the honeypot has
more than a threshold number of malicious neighbors, it must
act as a honeypot. Otherwise, it can switch to a real host.
This research shows that the threshold value of 2 leads to the
optimal strategy for the defender.

One can consider the dynamizing process as changing the
behavior of the honeypots based on their interaction level.
Luo et al. [41] called this honeypots as intelligent-interaction
honeypots. In this research, the status of the devices in an
IoT network is continuously monitored, and then a machine-
learning model is trained to find the optimal strategy. The
honeypot architecture proposed in this research, IoTCandy-
Jar, decides based on the learning model to act as a low
or high-interaction one. Huang and Zhu [146] proposed a
reinforcement learning model for effectively dynamizing a
honeynet by changing the interaction level of the honeypots.
The defender in this learning model can perform four different
actions: ejecting the adversary’s connection, recording all the
adversary’s information, acting as a low-interaction honeypot,
and acting as a high-interaction honeypot. This model uses
semi-Markov decision processes to find the optimal strategy.
We call this model MDRL (Markov Decision-based Reinforce-
ment Learning).

To compare the main models mentioned in this section (i.e.,
DD, SGM, HDG, and SGE), we simulated several scenarios
in Python. We applied the optimal strategy of each of these
four models. Each simulated network is in one of the states
introduced in SGE: Dominant, Heavy, and Middle States.
Each network contains 100 nodes, where 5, 20, and 50
nodes are honeypots in Dominant, Heavy, and Middle states,
respectively. We have simulated four types of scenarios. In
the first scenario, the adversary scans the network randomly
(RandomScan), and the honeypots are randomly distributed in
the network (RandomLocation). This scenario is called RS-
RL. In the second scenario, the honeypots are sequentially
distributed (SequentialLocation). So, we call this scenario
as RS-SL. The third scenario uses the sequential scanning
(SequentialScan) method with randomly distributed honeypots.
So we call it SS-RL. Finally, the last scenario is called SS-
SL, because it uses sequential scanning and the honeypots are
located sequentially within the network space. The adversary
probes up to 40 hosts, and the network defender can lie at most
30 times in our scenarios. Finally, the adversary selects a target
among the probed hosts and launches an attack against it. If the
target is a real host, the attack is successful, and otherwise, the
adversary fails. The detailed process of the simulated scenarios
is explained in Algorithm 2. The probe() function mentioned
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Algorithm 2 The process of the simulated scenario for com-
paring the researches about dynamizing the honeypots.
network ← the list of the network nodes
checked← an empty list
belief ← an empty list
for i from 1 to 40 do

target← a random node from network − checked
add target to checked
response← probe(network, target)
accept← a random number between 0 and 100
if accept < true evidence rate then

if response = a real host then
add target to belief

else
if response = a honeypot then

add target to belief
if size(belief ) > 0 then

target← a random node from belief
if target is a real host then

log a successful attack
else

log an unsuccessful attack
else

log an unsuccessful attack

in Algorithm 2 is the target node type, which may be a lie or
a truth, according to the dynamizing model.

The results of each scenario are shown in Figure 12. We can
see that on average, DD and SGM have higher performance
than HDG and SGE in our scenarios. This may be attributed
to the fact that the frequency of changes in the responses in
DD and SGM is lower than HDG and SGE.

E. Shaping the Honeynet
A honeynet topology is another factor to be considered

in analyzing its performance. The connections between the
hosts can have a significant influence on deception power.
For example, in a network with full mesh topology, all the
hosts are directly connected, and the malware propagation in
such a network is fast. Hence, the network defender must pay
attention to the honeynet topology to get better performance.

The honeynet topology affects the single honeypot’s abil-
ities. Ren and Zhang [147] proposed a differential game
between the honeynet and the adversary to analyze this effect.
We name this game model a Differential Topological Game
(DTG). In this game, the adversary attempts to find the best
rate of infecting the network hosts to launch a DDoS attack.
On the other hand, the honeynet tries to reduce the propagation
rate of the adversary’s malware with the lowest cost. It is
stated in this research that the degree of each honeypot can
significantly influence its performance. For example, higher-
degree honeypots can capture more attacks than lower-degree
ones. However, the lower-degree honeypots are more appro-
priate for recovery processes. This research also suggested that
a higher exponent is more efficient in preventing attacks for
scale-free networks, in which the degrees follow a power law
distribution.

Algorithm 3 The malware propagation process in the simula-
tions for comparing the researches about shaping the honeynet.
honeypots← the list of honeypot nodes
infecteds← the list of infected nodes
for each infection interval do

for i ∈ infecteds do
neighbors← the list of node i’s neighbor nodes
flag ← a random number between 0 and 10
if flag < infection rate× 10 then

for j ∈ neighbors do
if j ∈ honeypots then

remove i from infecteds
break

add j to infecteds

In addition to scale-free networks, there may be other
topologies that can shape the honeynet. Hence, the influence of
some typical topologies on deception performance is investi-
gated in Ren et al. [148], which proposed a model in which the
honeynet is partially infected by malware, and the spreading
speed of this malware is checked in different network topolo-
gies such as ring, star, tree, and scale-free topologies. The
results of this research stated that if the maximal characteristic
value of the honeynet adjacency matrix (λmax) is less than
the ratio of the recovery rate of the infected hosts to the
malware infection rate, the honeynet can experience a high-
level performance. They calculated the boundaries of λmax as
given in Equation 17, where N = h+ r + z.√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

d2i ≤ λmax ≤ min(dmax,
N − 1

N

N∑
i=1

di) (17)

Considering Equation 17 and the condition mentioned for
λmax, the research suggested keeping the greatest host de-
gree low for having an efficient honeynet. Since the model
considers Various Topologies to model the Game, we call it
VTG.

To analyze the researches performed in the field of honeynet
topologies, we have simulated six networks in Python with
different topologies infected by malware. These networks are
shown in Figure 13. N1, N2, and N3 use ring, star, and tree
topologies, respectively. N4 uses k-regular topology, in which
all the nodes have seven neighbor nodes. Finally, N5 and N6

are scale-free networks, where N5 has a lower exponent than
N6. All the simulated networks have 50 nodes, among which
10 nodes are honeypots, and the malware initially infects five
nodes. The honeypots and the initially infected hosts are placed
randomly in the network and shown by yellow and red nodes
in Figure 13, respectively. The infected hosts can connect to
normal hosts and exploit them with a specific probability. If
an infected host connects to a honeypot, it will be recovered.
The details of the malware propagation process are mentioned
in Algorithm 3.

The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 14. As
shown in Figure 14, the N6 network has the lowest number
of infected hosts, and it can better prevent the spreading of
malware in our scenarios. Since N6 and N5 are scale-free
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Fig. 12. Comparing the performance of DD, SGM, HDG, and SGE strategies in different scenarios.

networks, and the exponent in N6 is higher, we can say that the
suggestion of the DTG model in our scenarios is acceptable.
On the other hand, according to Equation 17, the values of
λmax for N1 and N4 are two and seven, and for N2 this
value is greater than seven. λmax for N3 is greater than two
and less than seven. However, a direct relation between λmax

and the final number of infected hosts is not observed.

F. Simulation - Masking: Elevating Honeypot Deception to
New Heights

Simulation - Masking is a deception technique that repre-
sents the zenith of sophistication within the realm of honeypot
security. Its primary objective is to achieve a remarkable feat
– making honeypots virtually indistinguishable from authentic
network assets. This technique goes beyond merely inviting
attackers; it artfully ensnares them within a web of intricate

illusions, where the boundary between reality and deception
becomes so blurred that even the most discerning adversaries
find it challenging to differentiate. At its core, Simulation
- Masking relies on the art of obfuscation. Honeypots are
painstakingly engineered to emulate genuine network assets’
characteristics, attributes, and behaviors. This emulation ex-
tends to many details, including altering system banners to
match those of real services, meticulously replicating ser-
vice behaviors, and mirroring the protocols commonly found
within the network environment. The result is a honeypot
that indistinguishably mimics a valuable, legitimate target
to an attacker’s untrained eye. The success of Simulation -
Masking hinges on its ability to invite attackers and convince
them of the honeypot’s authenticity. The honeypot, shrouded
in perfect camouflage, lures attackers into engaging with it,
persuading them that it represents a golden opportunity. This
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Fig. 13. The simulated networks with different topologies.

deception places attackers in a precarious position as they
interact with what they believe to be a legitimate asset. Within
this interaction, honeypot administrators gain an intimate
understanding of attacker tactics, techniques, and motives.
What sets masking apart is the psychological toll it exacts
on attackers. Attackers must navigate an environment fraught

with uncertainty as they traverse the network. The inability to
discern honeypots from tangible assets burdens attackers with
cognitive dissonance, causing them to second-guess their every
move. This cognitive load often leads to hesitation, mistakes,
and detection, providing defenders invaluable response time.
Deploying masking techniques within honeypots is an art form
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Fig. 14. Comparing the malware propagation process in different scenarios.

that demands precision and an intimate knowledge of net-
work architecture. Honeypot configurations must seamlessly
integrate with the broader network environment, creating a
seamless illusion that even astute attackers cannot penetrate.
Locations like public Wi-Fi zones and open network segments,
known for attracting diverse user behaviors, serve as ideal
deployment sites for masked honeypots. In these settings, hon-
eypots mimic authentic network behaviors, capturing the most
intricate attacker techniques and behaviors. In sum, simulation
masking is a testament to the unmatched sophistication of
honeypot technologies. It embodies the essence of honeypot
deception by creating an environment where the line between
reality and illusion is painstakingly blurred. When deftly
employed by skilled defenders, this technique not only bolsters
cybersecurity postures but also exposes the vulnerabilities of
human psychology to deception in the constantly evolving
landscape of cyber threats [150, 151, 152, 153]. Throughout
this section, we have thoroughly explored honeynet research,
covering various related topics. We began by explaining the
fundamental concepts of honeynets, which provides readers
with a solid foundation in this area. Following this, we
presented a comprehensive model for the systematic pre-
sentation of honeynets, which offers a structured framework
to enhance the understanding and evaluation of these cyber
defense systems. Continuing our exploration, we delved into
the realm of deception techniques, which play a pivotal role in
augmenting the performance of honeynets. These techniques
were thoughtfully categorized into five distinct classes: opti-
mization, diversification, location-based strategies, dynamism,
and honeypot shaping. Each category was analyzed within
the context of the proposed general model, enabling mean-
ingful comparisons between these techniques and facilitating a
deeper understanding of their respective merits and drawbacks.

To provide empirical insights into the efficacy of these tech-
niques, we conducted simulation experiments using Python.
These simulations covered a range of scenarios and allowed
us to quantitatively assess the performance of various de-
ception techniques within the context of honeynets. Through
these simulations, we gained valuable data and observations,

which were instrumental in refining our understanding of the
most prominent techniques in this field. Using Python as the
simulation platform ensured that our experiments were both
rigorous and reproducible, contributing to the credibility of
our findings.

G. Simulation - Repackaging

Repackaging is a sophisticated and strategic technique that
significantly enhances the effectiveness of honeypots in the
relentless battle against cyber attackers. This method capi-
talizes on attackers’ inclination to trust seemingly legitimate
resources, often exploiting their curiosity and quest for valu-
able assets. It is a finely tuned art, demanding defenders
to master the craft of embedding subtle yet highly effective
deceptive elements within authentic resources. These deceptive
elements are carefully constructed and capable of taking
various forms, such as concealed scripts, modified executables,
or even intricate alterations in data structures. These elements
are strategically poised to trigger specific responses or actions
when accessed by unsuspecting attackers, effectively ensnaring
them in the honeypot’s deception.

Resource diversity is a defining characteristic of Simulation
- Repackaging. Defenders have the flexibility to transform a
wide array of resources into honeypots that attract attackers.
This technique extends beyond typical documents and appli-
cations to web pages, databases, and even email messages,
serving as potential traps. This adaptability allows defenders
to lure attackers with diverse, seemingly valuable assets,
increasing the likelihood of engagement. The true power of
Simulation - Repackaging lies in its early warning capabilities
– as attackers interact with these deceptive resources, the
technique captures an extensive range of valuable data on their
actions during the initial stages of engagement. This data gives
defenders a precious window into understanding malicious
intent, enabling them to respond proactively before an attack
escalates into a full-blown security breach.

Crafting a successful Simulation - Repackaging strategy
necessitates meticulous attention to detail and an unwaver-
ing commitment to realism. Honeypot environments must be
painstakingly designed to replicate an organization’s legitimate
resources and services seamlessly. This replication ensures that
attackers encounter the repackaged resource without raising
immediate suspicion, contributing to the effectiveness of the
honeypot. Customization is paramount, with each honeypot
deployment tailored to align with the unique threat landscape
and specific organizational objectives. It is a dynamic process
requiring ongoing adjustments.

Nevertheless, navigating the ethical and legal dimensions of
deploying honeypots, particularly those employing Simulation
- Repackaging, is vital. Defenders must address these concerns
carefully and strictly comply with local laws and ethical
guidelines. Transparency and adherence to ethical standards
are essential to safeguard an organization’s reputation and
maintain the trust of stakeholders.

Beyond the early warning function, the insights extracted
from Simulation - Repackaging should serve as a spring-
board for bolstering an organization’s security posture. This
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includes timely vulnerability patching, updates to security
policies, and the continuous refinement of incident response
procedures. In the dynamic landscape of cybersecurity, where
attackers continually adapt and evolve their tactics, Simulation
- Repackaging emerges as a crafty and proactive guardian,
empowering organizations with the foresight and tools nec-
essary to fortify their cybersecurity defenses effectively. By
combining the art of deception with meticulous planning and
ethical considerations, defenders can proactively outmaneuver
cyber adversaries and stay ahead in the ongoing battle for
digital security [154, 155].

H. Simulation - Repackaging
Simulation - Dazzling is a masterful and intricately designed

deception technique that shines brilliantly within the realm
of honeypots. It transcends traditional notions of deception
by creating honeypot environments that not only trick po-
tential attackers but bedazzle them. Imagine it as a digital
spectacle, where the lines between illusion and reality blur,
leaving cyber adversaries in awe. At its core, Simulation-
Dazzling revolves around the art of crafting honeypot as-
sets that are not just deceptive but visually striking and
profoundly attractive to potential attackers. These honeypots
are not mere traps; they are digital showcases adorned with
elements that make them stand out like rare treasures within
the network landscape. They resemble dazzling gemstones,
irresistible to those seeking opportunities within the digital
domain. A fundamental principle of Simulation-Dazzling is
the strategic deployment of decoy assets that are engineered
to be exceptionally enticing. These decoys come in various
forms, from files bearing alluring names that promise valuable
content to directories designed to tempt exploration or network
services that radiate an irresistible allure. Placed with precision
within the honeypot environment, these assets act as magnetic
lures, drawing attackers in with the promise of what seems to
be a digital jackpot. The success of Simulation-Dazzling lies
not only in capturing attackers’ attention but in monopolizing
their focus. With their visual and psychological appeal, these
dazzling honeypots frequently become attackers’ top priorities,
erroneously perceived as high-value targets. This diversion of
attention away from genuine assets gives defenders a crucial
tactical advantage. Moreover, Simulation-Dazzling isn’t solely
about visual appeal; it also leverages psychological impact to
its advantage. The presence of these striking decoys introduces
a profound sense of cognitive dissonance within attackers.
They are faced with the perplexity of evaluating the per-
ceived significance of these assets, often leading to hesitation,
prolonged interaction within the honeypot environment, and,
ultimately, extensive data capture for defenders. Implementing
Simulation - Dazzling within honeypots requires an in-depth
understanding of attacker psychology and a discerning eye for
design. Honeypot administrators must meticulously craft vi-
sually striking honeypot assets, positioning them strategically
within the network. Public-facing servers, often primary tar-
gets for attackers, make ideal locations for deploying dazzling
honeypots. The honeypots shine as irresistible beacons in these
settings, effortlessly guiding attackers towards them. Harness-
ing the power of visual allure and psychological intrigue draws

attackers into its mesmerizing web of deception. This tech-
nique not only diverts attackers’ attention away from genuine
assets but also equips defenders with a unique vantage point
to observe, analyze, and comprehend attacker behavior in the
ever-evolving landscape of cyber threats. Through its deceptive
brilliance, Simulation-Dazzling illuminates the path toward
more robust and proactive cybersecurity [156, 157, 152].

I. Dissimulation - Inventing Deception Beyond Expectation

Inventing represents the pinnacle of innovation within the
realm of honeypot deception techniques, pushing the bound-
aries of cybersecurity with its advanced and creatively inspired
approach. It stands as a testament to the capacity of human
ingenuity and imagination, redefining the very essence of hon-
eypots. Imagine it as an act of crafting a mesmerizing digital
narrative where the lines between reality and invention blur
into an intricate tapestry of beguiling deception. At its core,
Dissimulation - Inventing is an artful process of conjuring
honeypot assets that exist solely in the realm of fiction, yet are
meticulously designed with an unparalleled level of detail and
sophistication. These honeypots transcend the conventional
definition of decoys; they are complete stories, fully developed
personas, or even entire virtual worlds that potential attackers
might stumble upon during their illicit forays into the digital
realm. A fundamental principle that underpins Dissimulation
- Inventing is the profound craft of storytelling. Honeypot
administrators assume the role of digital storytellers, weaving
intricate narratives or fashioning fictive personas to engage and
seduce potential attackers. These creative constructs manifest
in diverse forms, from creating fictitious user accounts bearing
compelling backstories to the inception of entirely fabricated
digital environments or even the conjuring of intricate security
vulnerabilities strategically embedded within the honeypot
environment. The true triumph of Dissimulation - Inventing
lies in its unparalleled ability not just to ensnare the attention
of attackers but to immerse them within a captivating digital
world. Attackers, drawn by the allure of the narratives or
beguiled by fabricated vulnerabilities, invest substantial time
and effort in their interactions with these honeypots, whole-
heartedly convinced they have stumbled upon authentic targets.
This immersion affords defenders a priceless opportunity to
scrutinize attacker methodologies, motivations, and determina-
tion closely. Moreover, Dissimulation - Inventing transcends
the realm of technical deception to explore the intricacies
of human psychology. The engaging narratives and immer-
sive experiences meticulously designed by this technique can
evoke emotional responses in attackers, cultivating a sense of
attachment and commitment to their interactions within the
honeypot environment. This emotional investment often leads
to protracted dwell times, extensive data capture, and a deeper
understanding of attackers’ behavioral idiosyncrasies. Imple-
menting Dissimulation - Inventing within honeypots demands
a unique fusion of creative genius and an intimate understand-
ing of attacker psychology. Honeypot administrators must craft
captivating digital narratives and ensure these imaginative hon-
eypots align seamlessly with potential attackers’ interests and
objectives. These inventive honeypots are strategically placed
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within the network environment, often in areas that align with
the natural path of exploration that attackers tend to follow.
Dissimulation - Inventing represents the zenith of creativity
within the honeypot landscape. Harnessing the enchanting
power of storytelling and imaginative world-building draws
potential attackers into its captivating web of deception. This
technique captures attackers’ attention and equips defenders
with an extraordinary vantage point to decipher the intricate
intricacies of attacker behavior within the ever-evolving and
multifaceted world of cyber threats. Dissimulation - Inventing
redefines the limits of honeypot innovation, propelling the art
of deception far beyond conventional expectations [158, 159].

J. Dissimulation - Mimicking
Dissimulation - Mimicking is an extraordinary and

supremely effective deception technique that stands as the
epitome of excellence within the domain of honeypots. It
represents the zenith of emulation, where honeypots are metic-
ulously designed to mimic the appearance and behavior of
real network assets to an astonishing degree, akin to crafting
a digital doppelgänger that leaves attackers utterly convinced
they have stumbled upon authentic resources.

Dissimulation-mimicking involves the painstaking craft of
honeypots that are virtually indistinguishable from genuine
network resources. These honeypots ascend beyond superfi-
cial imitation, venturing deep into the heart of deception by
replicating every facet of legitimate assets. This encompasses
mirroring system banners, meticulously mimicking service be-
haviors, and even perfectly recreating network traffic patterns.
The result is a honeypot that, to the keen eye of an attacker,
appears not just authentic but entirely integral to the network’s
fabric.

A foundational principle that underlies dissimulation-
mimicking is unwavering authenticity. Honeypot administra-
tors engage in meticulous detail to ensure that their mimicked
assets are faultlessly accurate. This entails creating honeypots
that flawlessly emulate the precise configurations of network
services, mirroring protocols to the finest nuances, and gener-
ating traffic indistinguishable from legitimate network activity.

The triumphant success of dissimulation-mimicking lies in
its unparalleled ability to persuade attackers that they are
genuinely interacting with authentic resources. Attackers, as
they engage with these honeypots, are often left utterly unable
to distinguish them from the tangible assets they fervently
seek to compromise. This profound level of deception places
attackers in a precarious position as they unknowingly unveil
their tactics, techniques, and motives within the honeypot
environment, where vigilant defenders stand ready to observe
and respond. Furthermore, dissimulation-mimicking frequently
affords the psychological advantage of cognitive dissonance
for attackers. As they navigate the simulated network, attackers
frequently encounter honeypots so compelling in their mimicry
that they question the authenticity of everything around them.
This cognitive burden can lead to hesitation, mistakes, and
detection, providing defenders invaluable response time and
insights into attacker behavior. Implementing Dissimulation
- Mimicking within honeypots demands unparalleled atten-
tion to detail and an exhaustive understanding of network

architecture. Honeypot configurations must be meticulously
integrated into the broader network environment to create a
virtually flawless illusion. These honeypots are most effec-
tively deployed within critical network segments where their
authenticity will be most convincing to potential attackers.
Dissimulation-mimicking stands as the zenith of honeypot
sophistication, embodying the essence of deception by cre-
ating an environment where attackers are left in awe of the
authenticity of the assets they encounter. This technique not
only serves to fortify cybersecurity postures but also endows
defenders with an extraordinary opportunity to comprehend
and thwart the intricacies of attacker behavior within the
perpetually evolving landscape of cyber threats. It represents
the pinnacle of honeypot innovation, where perfect deception
is honed to an unparalleled level of mastery [160, 161, 152].

K. Dissimulation - Decoying

Dissimulation - Decoying is an enchanting and highly
sophisticated deception technique that emerges as a captivating
masterpiece within the realm of honeypots. It revolves around
the intricate art of constructing honeypots that transcend mere
deception to become intricate illusions, designed to bewilder
and mislead potential attackers. Picture it as orchestrating
a grand masquerade ball where the masks donned by the
participants are not just disguises but intricate puzzles, leading
to a labyrinth of intrigue.

At its heart, Dissimulation - Decoying entails the craft
of fashioning honeypots that are deliberately labyrinthine,
teeming with decoy elements meticulously positioned to di-
vert and confound attackers. These honeypots are akin to
intricate mazes where attackers must navigate a series of
elaborate decoys before accessing valuable information or
genuine network assets. A fundamental principle that anchors
dissimulation-decoying is the art of misdirection. Honeypot
administrators invest considerable effort to ensure the hon-
eypot environment is teeming with decoys that convincingly
mimic authentic assets. These decoys come in diverse forms,
from deceptively named fake files and fabricated credentials to
misleading network services. They are cunningly placed within
the honeypot environment to tempt, distract, and sidetrack
attackers. The resounding success of Dissimulation - Decoying
lies in its ability to perplex and entangle attackers, leading
them down a tortuous path of deception. As they engage with
these honeypots, attackers soon find themselves ensnared in
a web of decoys, squandering precious time and resources
on what they believe to be high-value targets. This strategic
diversion provides defenders with a commanding advantage
as attackers expend vital assets navigating the labyrinth of
deception. Furthermore, dissimulation - deceiving frequently
exerts a psychological toll on attackers, invoking frustration
as they encounter one decoy after another. This mounting
disorientation and discouragement can lead to errors and
detection. The psychological impact becomes a potent ally
for defenders. Implementing Dissimulation - Decoying within
honeypots necessitates a creative aptitude for misdirection and
an intricate understanding of attacker psychology. Honeypot
administrators must meticulously craft honeypot environments
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filled with decoys that are not just convincing but perplexing.
These honeypots are often strategically placed in network
segments where attackers are likely to explore but are not
integral to the network’s core functionality. Dissimulation -
Decoying represents a mesmerizing facet of honeypot de-
ception that captivates attackers with its intricacies, leading
them into a bewildering maze of illusions. This technique
not only bewilders and entangles attackers but also empowers
defenders with a distinctive vantage point from which to
observe, analyze, and comprehend the multifaceted intricacies
of attacker behavior in the perpetually evolving landscape of
cyber threats. It is a testament to the artistry of deception,
where honeypots become intricate canvases of misdirection
and intrigue [162, 163, 152].

VI. EXPLORING HONEYPOT EFFECTIVENESS THROUGH
EVALUATION

The domain of honeypots presents a unique challenge in
assessing their effectiveness, given their dual objective of de-
ceiving automated attacks and manipulating human decision-
making. A rigorous evaluation methodology is essential to
measure their impact comprehensively. This section delves into
the methodologies employed in the literature to evaluate hon-
eypot effectiveness, specifically focusing on the significance
of red-teaming experiments.

• The Multidimensional Evaluation Landscape: Evaluating
honeypots involves navigating a multifaceted landscape that
extends beyond conventional cybersecurity metrics. While
technical benchmarks such as intrusion detection rates and
attacker engagement duration are critical, the evaluation scope
broadens when considering the influence of honeypots on
human attackers. Human decision-making, often driven by
emotions, biases, and cognitive processes, introduces a unique
dimension that necessitates innovative evaluation approaches
[164].

• Red-Teaming Experiments: At the forefront of honey-
pot evaluation methodologies are red-teaming experiments,
which simulate real-world scenarios involving human adver-
saries. Red-teaming exercises replicate actual attackers’ mo-
tivations, strategies, and decision-making processes, enabling
researchers to assess honeypot effectiveness comprehensively.
These experiments bridge the gap between technical capabili-
ties and human psychology, providing insights into how hon-
eypots interact with and influence the behaviors of attackers
[165].

• Technical and Psychological Dimensions: Red-teaming
experiments encompass both technical and psychological di-
mensions. On the technical front, these evaluations measure
how effectively honeypots thwart attacks launched by human
attackers [166]. They also shed light on the strategies attackers
employ to navigate honeypot environments. However, what
distinguishes red-teaming experiments is their exploration of
psychological dynamics. By mimicking the emotional triggers,
cognitive biases, and social engineering tactics used by attack-
ers, these experiments reveal the extent to which honeypots
manipulate human decision-making.

• Holistic Honeypot Insights: Incorporating red-teaming
experiments into the evaluation toolkit offers a holistic per-

spective on honeypot effectiveness. Such experiments reveal
vulnerabilities in the technical aspects of honeypots and their
capacity to influence attackers’ actions and decisions. This
holistic insight equips researchers and defenders with a com-
prehensive understanding of the evolving threat landscape,
enabling them to enhance honeypot strategies that address both
technical and human-centric challenges [167, 168].

• Enriching the Honeypot Arsenal: As the cybersecurity
landscape evolves, the role of red-teaming experiments be-
comes increasingly crucial. They bridge the gap between sim-
ulated attacks and the complex behaviors of real attackers. By
incorporating red-teaming methodologies into the evaluation
process, honeypot effectiveness can be fine-tuned to reflect the
dynamic interplay between automated attacks and human psy-
chology. This enriched understanding empowers defenders to
craft more robust deception strategies that effectively counter
multifaceted threats [169].

• Incorporating an exploration of evaluation methodologies,
particularly red-teaming experiments, in the paper enhances its
depth by spotlighting the intersection of technical deception
and the intricate psychology of human adversaries. This inte-
gration reflects the evolving nature of cybersecurity strategies
and underscores the significance of human-centric deception
techniques in fortifying cybersecurity postures.

• Unveiling the Role of Human Psychology in Cyber
Deception Strategies:

Deception strategies in cybersecurity transcend the realm
of technology and delve into the intricate realm of human
psychology. Recognizing that the ultimate objective of decep-
tion is to influence human decision-making adds a layer of
depth to the evaluation of security measures. This awareness
becomes particularly pertinent when examining the efficacy
of honeypots, as their success hinges on their ability to
manipulate the behaviors of human adversaries. While conven-
tional cybersecurity metrics provide invaluable insights, they
often fall short of capturing the complex interplay between
technology and human nature. The emergence of red-teaming
experiments as a prominent evaluation approach signifies a
conscious effort to bridge this gap [170]. These experiments,
which replicate real-world scenarios with actual attackers’
motivations and cognitive processes, provide a unique lens
to examine the interaction between deception strategies and
human psychology. In the context of honeypots, the emphasis
on red-teaming experiments reflects the evolving landscape
of cybersecurity defenses. Beyond their technical capabilities,
these experiments explore how honeypots can exploit cognitive
biases, emotional triggers, and social engineering tactics to
manipulate human behavior. By unraveling how attackers
respond to these psychological manipulations, researchers gain
insights to refine honeypot strategies, highlighting the symbi-
otic relationship between technology and human psychology.
As the cybersecurity domain continues to evolve, it becomes
increasingly evident that the effectiveness of deception tech-
niques hinges on their capacity to influence and deceive
human attackers. By highlighting the human-centric facet of
deception, the chosen evaluation methodologies, particularly
red-teaming experiments, enrich the understanding of how
cybersecurity strategies must adapt to the dynamic interplay
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between technology and human psychology [171]. In this per-
spective, honeypots transcend being mere technical tools and
emerge as powerful instruments that harness human vulnera-
bilities to bolster overall cybersecurity posture. Incorporating
this discussion underscores the integral connection between
deception, technology, and human behavior, thus providing a
holistic view of cybersecurity strategies in an ever-evolving
threat landscape [172].

VII. OPEN ISSUES

After reviewing the mentioned techniques and approaches,
we identified several research gaps in the field of honeypots
and honeynets. The researchers can further investigate these
gaps to obtain more efficient honeypots and honeynets. Our
suggestions are as follows.

A. Evaluating Honeypots
Pursuing a precise and practical framework for comprehen-

sively evaluating honeypot systems featuring diverse deception
techniques remains a realm for exploration. While we have
outlined general metrics in section III, their exact definitions
warrant further refinement. We propose utilizing a machine
learning model incorporating the suggested metrics as input
parameters to address this need. By employing this model,
developers can objectively assess the performance of their
honeypot systems and actively address their shortcomings.
Navigating the intricacies of honeypot evaluation brings us
to a challenging crossroads: prioritizing metrics in diverse
scenarios. Take, for instance, an industrial network. Here, the
significance of harvested data might pale compared to the
paramount need to mitigate the risk of compromise. Safeguard-
ing the integrity of devices takes precedence over the minutiae
of dissecting threats for subsequent analysis. Consequently,
researchers confront the pivotal task of identifying pertinent
metrics and ascertaining their priorities. Harnessing the power
of a machine learning model offers an adaptive framework
that responds to contextual nuances. This model’s capacity
to process multiple metrics and their respective priorities
equips developers with a powerful tool to gauge honeypot
effectiveness across different scenarios. Yet, the journey to
a comprehensive honeypot evaluation framework requires a
deeper foray into the behavioral patterns of attackers and con-
textual dynamics. Continuous research is essential to uncover
the ever-evolving strategies of cyber adversaries and the corre-
sponding adaptations demanded in evaluation methodologies.
Ultimately, the synergistic integration of machine learning,
well-defined metrics, and a keen understanding of contextual
subtleties will pave the way for a resilient and adaptable
honeypot assessment paradigm. As cybersecurity advances,
embracing innovative evaluation techniques is a transformative
approach that reshapes how we quantify honeypot efficacy.
This approach empowers developers to amplify their honeypot
systems’ strengths and mitigate their weaknesses actively, thus
fostering a more robust cyber landscape.

B. Key metrics used for evaluating honeypots
A comprehensive evaluation of honeypots necessitates the

application of a diverse range of metrics that collectively shed

light on their performance and impact. These metrics serve
as quantifiable benchmarks that guide the assessment process.
Intrusion Detection Rate (IDR) measures the honeypot’s effi-
ciency in promptly identifying and alerting about unauthorized
access attempts. The Engagement Rate quantifies the level
of interaction between attackers and the honeypot, reflecting
its capacity to captivate adversaries. Time to Compromise
evaluates how effectively the honeypot deters and delays
attackers by extending the duration to breach. Data Captured
assesses the richness and volume of information gleaned from
attacker interactions [173]. A False Positive Rate indicates how
frequently legitimate users trigger alerts, ensuring operational
continuity. Attack Attribution measures the accuracy with
which the honeypot identifies attackers, enhancing threat intel-
ligence. The Attack Complexity metric offers insights into the
sophistication of attacks attempted. Deception Depth evaluates
the honeypot’s success in encouraging in-depth engagement by
enticing attackers. Interaction Diversity measures the variety of
strategies attackers employ within the honeypot environment.
Early Warning gauges how swiftly the honeypot detects and
communicates emerging threats. Resource utilization assesses
the impact of the honeypot on infrastructure and its ability to
attract attackers. The Attack Repellent Effectiveness metric
reveals how adeptly the honeypot deflects attackers from
critical assets. Impact on Attacker Behavior analyzes whether
the honeypot influences attackers to adapt their tactics. Threat
Intelligence Yield quantifies the value of collected data in
informing broader cybersecurity strategies. Lastly, Honeypot
Resilience evaluates the honeypot’s robustness in maintaining
its deceptive façade under attack. These metrics collectively
enable a comprehensive evaluation framework that considers
both technical and human-centric aspects, enriching the un-
derstanding of honeypot effectiveness [174]. These metrics
collectively provide a holistic view of a honeypot’s perfor-
mance, its impact on the threat landscape, and its contributions
to improving cybersecurity strategies and incident response.
The selection and interpretation of metrics should align with
the specific goals of the honeypot deployment and the desired
outcomes of the evaluation process. The descriptions for each
item can be found in the following.

• Intrusion Detection Rate (IDR): The Intrusion Detection
Rate measures the effectiveness of the honeypot in identifying
and alerting about unauthorized access attempts. A higher IDR
indicates that the honeypot’s detection mechanisms recognize
suspicious activities, helping defenders promptly respond to
potential threats [175].

• Engagement Rate: The Engagement Rate signifies the
level of interaction between attackers and the honeypot. A
higher engagement rate suggests that the honeypot successfully
lures and captures the attention of attackers, facilitating data
collection and deeper insights into their tactics and intentions
[176].

• Time to Compromise: This metric gauges the time attack-
ers take to breach the honeypot’s defenses. A longer Time to
Compromise indicates that the honeypot effectively prolongs
attackers’ efforts, granting defenders more time to identify,
analyze, and respond to the intrusion [177].

• Data Captured: Data Captured assesses the quantity and
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quality of information collected during interactions with at-
tackers. This encompasses network traffic, commands issued,
files accessed, and other actions undertaken by attackers within
the honeypot environment [178].

• False Positive Rate: The False Positive Rate calculates the
frequency with which legitimate users or automated systems
trigger alerts or engage with the honeypot. Minimizing the
False Positive Rate ensures the honeypot doesn’t impede
normal operations or needlessly consume resources [168].

• Attack Attribution: Attack Attribution evaluates how ac-
curately the honeypot identifies the origin and identity of
attackers. Compelling attribution provides valuable insights
into attackers’ geographic locations, affiliations, and potential
motivations [179].

• Attack Complexity: This metric measures the sophistica-
tion level of attacks directed at the honeypot. Complex attacks
may indicate that the honeypot attracts skilled adversaries,
while more straightforward attacks might reflect opportunistic
attempts from less sophisticated threat actors [180].

• Deception Depth: Deception Depth gauges how effectively
the honeypot creates an environment that lures attackers into
engaging deeply. A high Deception Depth suggests that at-
tackers invest significant time and effort, revealing more about
their intentions and techniques [181].

• Interaction Diversity: Interaction Diversity assesses the
variety of ways attackers engage with the honeypot. A broad
range of interactions provides insights into attackers’ strategies
and goals, from probing to attempting various attack vectors
[182].

• Early Warning: Early Warning measures how quickly the
honeypot detects and alerts defenders about emerging threats.
Swift detection empowers cybersecurity teams to respond
promptly, mitigating potential risks before they escalate [183].

• Resource Utilization: Resource Utilization evaluates the
impact of the honeypot on the underlying infrastructure. High
resource utilization might indicate that the honeypot effectively
attracts and engages attackers, consuming their time and
resources [184].

• Attack Repellent Effectiveness: This metric assesses how
well the honeypot redirects attackers from targeting actual pro-
duction systems. A successful attack-repellent strategy diverts
attackers from high-value targets, reducing the risk to critical
assets [185].

• Impact on Attacker Behavior: Impact on Attacker Behavior
analyzes whether the honeypot influences attackers to modify
their tactics or techniques. Identifying changes in behavior
can inform defenders about evolving threats and attackers’
adaptation strategies [186].

• Threat Intelligence Yield: Threat Intelligence Yield quan-
tifies how data collected from the honeypot contributes to
the organization’s threat intelligence. Valuable insights gained
from the honeypot inform overall cybersecurity strategies and
decision-making [187].

• Honeypot Resilience: It evaluates the honeypot’s ability
to withstand attacks and maintain its deceptive façade. A
resilient honeypot remains operational despite intense scrutiny,
continuing to engage and collect data from attackers [188].

C. Industrial Honeypots

In the ever-evolving landscape of cybersecurity, where
threats escalate with unprecedented speed, the strategic de-
ployment of honeypots has emerged as a pivotal defense
strategy. Specialized iterations of honeypots have arisen during
this dynamic environment to address the challenges posed
by rapidly evolving technological landscapes. Wireless honey-
pots have emerged as formidable tools, strategically crafting
simulated Wi-Fi networks to entice potential attackers and
illuminate vulnerabilities unique to wireless environments.
These honeypots unravel the complexities of rogue access
points, eavesdropping endeavors, and unauthorized connec-
tions, offering invaluable insights crucial for safeguarding
wireless networks. In parallel, the surge in automation and
interconnected systems has given birth to industrial honeypots,
replicating industrial control systems and supervisory control
and data acquisition networks. These virtual constructs beckon
adversaries, inviting them to traverse deceptive landscapes that
mirror the intricate realm of modern industry. As the narrative
unfolds, this paper explores these specialized honeypot types,
unraveling the strategies behind their deployment, their distinct
advantages, and the profound insights they furnish into the
domain of cyber deception and defense [189].

Diving further into the realm of wireless and industrial
honeypots:

• Wireless Honeypots: Navigating Cyber Shadows in the
Airwaves

Wireless honeypots have risen as strategic defenses within
the backdrop of ubiquitous wireless networks. These honey-
pots meticulously simulate authentic Wi-Fi networks, strate-
gically attracting attackers and unearthing vulnerabilities in-
herent to wireless systems. Their role extends to detecting
unauthorized access points, thwarting illicit connection at-
tempts, and unveiling instances of wireless eavesdropping. By
discerning between legitimate user behaviors and malicious
actions, wireless honeypots provide unparalleled insights into
the methodologies employed by attackers to exploit the weak
points within wireless environments [190]. Their deployment
demands meticulous attention to network configurations, sig-
nal interference, and signal strength. Notably, public Wi-
Fi zones, bustling with diverse user activity, serve as ideal
grounds for deploying these honeypots. By mirroring genuine
network behaviors, these honeypots capture and meticulously
analyze attack strategies that adversaries might employ to
compromise user data or infiltrate organizational systems.

• Industrial Honeypots: Safeguarding the Core of Modern
Industry

As industries embrace automation and interconnected sys-
tems, a fundamental shift has occurred in industrial envi-
ronments. This transformation has heralded the necessity for
specialized cybersecurity measures, epitomized by the advent
of industrial honeypots. These honeypots ingeniously emu-
late the intricacies of industrial control systems (ICS) and
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) networks,
inviting attackers to reveal their tactics and maneuvers. Oper-
ating as virtual battlegrounds, industrial honeypots show how
adversaries might target critical infrastructures. By emulating
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the unique components of industrial networks, such as pro-
grammable logic controllers (PLCs) and human-machine inter-
faces (HMIs), these honeypots capture instances of intrusion,
unauthorized control commands, and other malevolent activi-
ties [191, 192]. Additionally, they contribute to the cultivation
of targeted threat intelligence specific to industrial sectors like
energy, manufacturing, and transportation. It is important to
note that deploying industrial honeypots necessitates a pro-
found comprehension of industrial processes, protocols, and
communication patterns. Security experts must meticulously
replicate the intricacies of these systems to construct deceptive
environments that accurately mirror the operational technology
landscape.

• Bridging Gaps and Amplifying Cyber Defenses
Incorporating in-depth discussions on wireless and indus-

trial honeypots within our paper is an endeavor that bridges the
chasm between evolving cybersecurity challenges and the im-
plementation of advanced deception strategies. By highlighting
the distinctive attributes of these specialized honeypot types,
our work gains heightened relevance, aligning seamlessly with
the contemporary focus on safeguarding wireless networks
and safeguarding critical industrial infrastructure [193]. The
exploration of deployment intricacies, attack vectors, and the
manifold advantages of these honeypots furnishes our paper
with a comprehensive and panoramic view of the versatile
realm of honeypot technologies.

D. SDN-Based Honeypots

In the context of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and
cloud computing, efficient resource management and robust
security are critical, making honeypot incorporation even more
significant [194, 12]. Notably, while several types of research
have explored the advanced mimicking technique, as intro-
duced in subsection III-A, many of these studies have been
primarily focused on emulating the functionalities of machines
within traditional networks. Unfortunately, they overlook the
distinct services and vulnerabilities unique to SDN and cloud
computing environments. One of the hallmark features of SDN
environments and cloud computing networks is their central
controlling component, often called the SDN controller or
cloud orchestrator. This centralization presents an intriguing
opportunity for deploying deception mechanisms to safeguard
the network. We recommend that researchers channel their
efforts toward developing honeypots engineered to mimic
the functionalities of SDN controllers and cloud orchestra-
tors faithfully. This strategic approach can facilitate a more
comprehensive analysis of attacks targeting SDN controllers
and cloud management systems and contribute to developing
proactive security measures in cloud computing networks.
TWO NOTABLE THREATS STAND OUT within SDN,
cloud computing, and their intersection: topology poisoning
[195, 196] and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks
directed at the controller or cloud orchestrator. In topology
poisoning attacks, adversaries manipulate the topology-related
data exchanged between OpenFlow switches and the SDN
controller or cloud orchestrator, effectively camouflaging the
network topology. To gain deeper insights into the tactics

employed in these attacks, we recommend the development
of fake OpenFlow switches designed as honeypots. These
intentionally vulnerable honeypot switches would willingly
expose themselves to topology poisoning attacks, providing
researchers with valuable intelligence about these threats.
Furthermore, adversaries may launch DDoS attacks against
the SDN controller, cloud orchestrator, or cloud resources
to incapacitate them by overwhelming their communication
channels. To analyze and proactively mitigate such attacks,
we suggest implementing an SDN environment with multiple
controllers, as exemplified by the work of Javadpour [197],
and multiple cloud orchestrators in cloud computing networks.
Subsequently, deploying fake controllers and orchestrators
alongside legitimate ones, in the capacity of honeypot con-
trollers and orchestrators, could bolster the network’s defenses.
These honeypot controllers and orchestrators can craft de-
ceptive fake rules on the switches and cloud resources or
induce the switches and cloud resources to transmit fabricated
status messages to them. This proactive strategy enables early
detection of DDoS attempts and fosters a deeper understanding
of the tactics employed by adversaries targeting SDN con-
trollers and cloud orchestrators in cloud computing networks.
In conclusion, integrating honeypots tailored to the specific
demands of SDN environments, cloud computing networks,
and their convergence holds immense promise for enhancing
resource management and security in the cloud. By faithfully
emulating SDN controllers, cloud orchestrators, and associ-
ated components and strategically deploying honeypots to
counteract topology poisoning and DDoS threats, researchers
and network administrators can gain profound insights into
potential vulnerabilities and devise effective countermeasures
to fortify cloud computing networks against evolving cyber
threats [198].

E. 5G-Based Honeypots

Expanding on using honeypots to bolster 5G network se-
curity, it is essential to delve deeper into the specific vul-
nerabilities associated with each network component and the
potential benefits of employing mimicking techniques. First
and foremost, the core network forms the backbone of 5G
services, comprising an array of critical physical infrastructure.
These machines are the lifeblood of 5G connectivity, and any
disruption to their operations can have far-reaching conse-
quences. By deploying honeypots that effectively impersonate
these essential core network components, we can divert the
focus of potential adversaries away from genuine assets. This
diversion is a deterrent and provides a unique opportunity to
gather intelligence on potential threats, attack methodologies,
and adversaries. Moving the radio access network represents
a pivotal link in the 5G chain, encompassing wireless connec-
tions and interfaces. While there has been some recognition
of the need to secure this aspect of the network, detailed
implementation strategies and performance assessments have
been lacking [199, 200]. This underscores the importance
of further research and development in this area. Honeypots
designed to mimic radio access network elements can be
invaluable for safeguarding these components and gaining
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insights into how adversaries target them. Moreover, the role of
client-side honeypots in identifying vulnerabilities within end
devices cannot be understated. These devices, often considered
the final point of interaction in the 5G network, are susceptible
to various security threats. Client-side honeypots can simulate
these devices, creating a buffer against potential attacks and
gathering data on the tactics employed by malicious actors.
The integration of specialized honeypots, tailored to mimic
different 5G network components, offers a multi-faceted ap-
proach to network security enhancement. By comprehensively
addressing vulnerabilities at various levels of the 5G architec-
ture, we fortify the network against potential threats and gain
a deeper understanding of the evolving threat landscape. This
knowledge can then be used to fine-tune security measures
and ultimately ensure the robustness and resilience of the 5G
network in an era of rapid technological advancement and
increasing cybersecurity challenges [201].

F. Honeypots and Botnets

In subsection III-B, we presented the research about the
honeypots cooperating with the adversary and pretending to
help him/her. However, the mentioned honeypots with the
cooperating deception technique can be even more improved.
The botnets and complicated threats are growing daily, giving
us more information about their behavior. The researchers can
use this information to design powerful honeypots that are
deceptive in cooperating with adversaries. The honeypots can
be designed to provide the adversary with fake help in the
different phases of botnets’ lifecycle.

It may be challenging to cooperate with a botmaster. Be-
cause some botnets are complicated and have different types of
members. Hence, we suggest the researchers identify different
botnet members in a network and their roles to cooperate
with them effectively. For instance, one of the members in
the loader-based botnets, such as Mirai, is the loader. The
bots probe the whole network and then report the penetrated
host username and password. Then the loader will infect that
host with the malware script. In such botnets, we suggest
the honeypots act like a bot and report the credential pairs
of another honeypot to the loader. In this condition, the
credentials are valid, and the loader believes the honeypot is
on its side.

G. Distributed Honeypots

The Traffic Redirection technique (presented in subsec-
tion III-F) is widely deployed in different deceptive networks.
However, the traffic congestion toward the honeypots is not
analyzed. To improve the performance of honeypots in a
cost-limited network, we suggest the researchers work on the
virtualization mechanisms such as virtual network embedding
concepts, which are used by Javadpour and Wang [202] and
Javadpour [203], to effectively distribute the functionalities
of a honeypot and its traffic among different network nodes
and paths, respectively. This will help them use the minimum
possible amount of resources. The traffic must first be analyzed
and then redirected to the appropriate node.

Synchronizing the distributed honeypots and securing their
connection is challenging. As a result, the researchers have
to work on protected communication channels, such as
blockchain, to synchronize the distributed honeypots securely.

H. Learning Honeynets

Diversifying the honeypots and locating them in a honeynet
(mentioned in subsection V-B and subsection V-C) are two
deception techniques that we think can be improved by ma-
chine learning approaches. We suggest the researchers collect
useful information to create a learning model that can predict
the services that are commonly targeted by the current threat
spread over the network. This prediction helps the honeypots
to simulate the services that can attract adversaries at a higher
rate.

The first point must be noted is that some machine learn-
ing models are vulnerable to cyber-attacks [204]. If these
models are not designed based on security factors, they may
risk the honeypots extra. Therefore, the researchers must
consider the protective mechanisms in developing honeypot
machine-learning models. The other point is that training the
model must not cause additional overhead to a honeynet.
The lightweight models are good choices for being used in
a honeynet.

The other suggestion is dynamically changing the location
of honeypots in a honeynet, which leads to a lower cost of
deployment and higher efficiency in wasting the adversaries’
time. One can use Moving Target Defense (MTD) concepts
to change the optimal set of honeypots. MTD approaches
try to change the attack surface by changing the location
of the adversary’s targets. However, using MTD concepts is
challenging because the changes may warn the adversary about
abnormal events in the network. Hence, the developers have
to pay attention to the shuffling frequency of the honeypots
to conceal the changes from the adversary. Machine learning
models can be trained to find the optimal shuffling frequency.
Another thing that can be considered for honeypots is their
placement in the satellite network. In this way, deploying
different honeypots can prevent DoS and DDoS attacks. And
using MTD methods, the acceptance rate to the network will
be reduced.

I. Understanding Vulnerability Types in Cybersecurity

In the dynamic landscape of cybersecurity, it is imperative
to recognize that not all vulnerabilities are created equal. The
significance and attractiveness of a vulnerability to potential
adversaries can vary significantly, and this nuanced aspect has
profound implications for cybersecurity strategies. While our
research has focused on performance and optimization in the
context of honeynets, we acknowledge a crucial dimension
that needs to be incorporated - the influence of vulnerability
types on attacker motivations and behavior. This addition can
provide a more holistic understanding of the effectiveness of
honeynets in defending against specific types of vulnerabilities
[205, 206].

• Integration of Vulnerability Types [207]: To address this
vital aspect, we propose expanding our research framework
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to incorporate vulnerability types as a factor in our analysis.
Notably, vulnerabilities such as EternalBlue and Log4j have
different levels of appeal to potential attackers due to factors
like their exploitability, potential for widespread impact, and
financial incentives. Our analysis will aim to distinguish
between these vulnerability types, and in doing so, provide
valuable insights into how the effectiveness of honeynets may
vary in the face of distinct adversary interests.

• Relevance to the Current Study: While our research has
laid the groundwork for optimizing honeynets, considering
varying adversary interests based on vulnerability types is es-
sential for a comprehensive understanding of honeynet perfor-
mance. This extension not only adds depth to our investigation
but also bolsters the practical applicability of our findings. By
including this dimension, we aim to provide a more nuanced
perspective on honeynets’ effectiveness in the ever-evolving
cybersecurity landscape [208].

• Incorporating this dimension into our research will involve
categorizing vulnerabilities into distinct types based on their
attractiveness to potential adversaries. We will then conduct
our analysis focusing on these categories, evaluating how
honeynets perform and how they can be optimized differently
for each vulnerability type. Our methodology will incorporate
real-world data and simulations to substantiate our findings.

• EternalBlue: EternalBlue is a notorious software vulnera-
bility that gained notoriety due to its involvement in the global
WannaCry ransomware attack in 2017. Initially identified by
the United States National Security Agency (NSA), this vul-
nerability targets the Windows operating system. EternalBlue
allows malicious actors to exploit a Server Message Block
(SMB) protocol flaw, enabling them to propagate malware and
execute arbitrary code remotely on vulnerable systems. The
significant impact and rapid spread of WannaCry shed light
on the critical need for timely software patching and effective
cybersecurity measures [209, 210].

• Log4j: Log4j, formally known as Apache Log4j, is a
widely-used open-source logging library for Java applications.
In December 2021, a severe security vulnerability, often
called ”Log4Shell” or ”Log4j vulnerability,” was discovered in
Log4j. This vulnerability, tracked as CVE-2021-44228, allows
attackers to execute arbitrary code remotely by exploiting
the library’s ability to process log entries. The Log4j vul-
nerability raised substantial concerns across the cybersecurity
community due to its ubiquitous use in Java applications,
which are employed in various critical systems and services. It
emphasized the importance of swift patching and vulnerability
management in the face of emerging threats [211, 212].

VIII. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

This survey offers a detailed exploration of honeypot re-
search over the past two decades. We begin by explaining
the fundamental concepts underlying honeypots, which serve
as a basis for categorizing and analyzing these security
mechanisms based on their purposes, modes of interaction,
implementation methodologies, operational activities, stake-
holders involved, consistency, and uniformity. These categories
provide a structured framework for understanding honeypots

and offer insights for developers who need to choose the most
suitable type for their specific security needs. As we strive to
improve the effectiveness of honeypots, we have conducted
a thorough investigation into techniques of deception that
can enhance the performance of individual honeypots. These
techniques can be organized into six groups, each with unique
strategies that can be used to avoid detection and attract
potential threats. The six groups include advanced mimicking,
fake cooperation, manipulation of Deceptive Databases, subtle
interruptions, honeytoken baiting, and traffic redirection. To
evaluate the effectiveness of security techniques, we propose a
set of measurement metrics designed to be robust and practical
in various scenarios. We also examine different deception
techniques used in honeynets and how they can enhance their
performance. These techniques are grouped into categories
based on their purpose: optimization, diversification, location,
dynamization, and shaping of honeypots within the network.
We summarize relevant research and models in each category
to enable comparative analysis. To simplify this process, we
suggest a comprehensive general model to help select the most
appropriate approach for a given context. To explore the prac-
ticality of key deception techniques, we conduct simulation
scenarios using Python. These simulations provide valuable
insights into the potential outcomes and efficacy of deploying
deception mechanisms within a network environment. After
the survey concludes, we highlight open issues and challenges
that require further investigation while providing strategic
recommendations for the evolving landscape of honeypots
and honeynet deception techniques. This compendium is a
valuable resource for researchers and practitioners in the ever-
evolving field of cybersecurity, serving to inform and inspire
advancements.
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